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Prosecutor
proves guilt
of Wheeler
by Greg Connel
managing editor

A sentencing date will be set
today for Orville D. Wheeler,
Jr., who was found guilty last
night of masterminding the 1985
fire which killed seven Perrysburg Township residents.
After more than seven hours
of deliberation, a jury found
Wheeler guilty of seven counts
of involuntary manslaughter
and one count of aggravated arson.
Wheeler's girlfriend, Rhoda
Maddor, confessed last summer
to setting the Dec. 27,1985, blaze
which killed her mother, brother
and five nieces and nephews in a
dispute over Christmas gifts.
Maddox testifed Wheeler
"bolstered her ego," and that
her mother gave her several
skeins of yarn while giving her
brothers a videocassette recorder for Christmas, two days before the fire.
"(Wheeler) said, 'You deserve better than that... she deserves to die," Maddox testified
Wednesday.
She also testified he drove her
to her mother's house, gave her
a lighter and threatened to kill
her and put her daughter in a
home if she refused to start the
Ore.
Maddox is currently serving
eight consecutive six-to-25-year
sentences at Marysville State
Reformatory for the crime.

Wood County Common Pleas
Court Judge Gale Williamson
said because of an alleged robbery conviction against Wheeler
in 1983. he could face a minimum of between 10 and 15 years
and a maximum of 25 years for
each count.
The maximum possible sentence would be 120 to 200 years,
Williamson said.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Alan Mayberry said statements by Wheeler's friends Jeff
Carnes and John Pack were the
key to the conviction.
"I think the strongest evidence was the testimony of his
two buddies who had no motive
except that five children died,"
Mayberry said.
The two testified Wheeler admitted he was involved in the
fire, thus corroborating Rhoda
Maddox's testimony.
The defense attorneys left the
courtroom immediately following the verdict and were unavailable for comment.
However, in his closing arguments, defense attorney John
Dunipace said in his closing arguments the prosecution "went
digging beneath rocks and found
some witnesses," to support
Maddox's story.
"Jeff Carnes held his secret
for eight long months — maybe
that's what drug addicts, thieves
and escape artists do — hold on
to a secret until it could do them
some good," Dunipace said.

Presser's
relative
testifies

BG News/Paul Vemon

Rigging Repair
Jack Zlegler (top) and Jerry Wheatly. from Tiffin Scenic Studios, remove parts of the rigging for the battens from Eva Marie Saint Theater. The rigging, which is used to hang scenes, lights and curtains, has not
been renovated to this extent since the theater was built.

.: See Wheeler, page 5.

Lighting fund designated
Editor's note: this is the last of a
three part series.
by Dennis Robaugh
reporter

According to a USA Today poll, 42 percent
of college women feel unsafe in college
towns.
But with $125,000 in state funds which has
been approved by the State House, the problem may be alleviated at the University
within a year, said Bill Bess, director of public safety.
However, Bess said, before the University
can receive the funds, the project must be
approved by the state architect and the
Board of Regents.

Bess said the money will be used to fund
installing more lights in pedestrian walking
areas. The exact location of those areas has
not yet been determined, he said.
Although Bess said the University must
wait for the approval, the existing lighting
problems currently are being corrected.
According to Bess, $4,500 in state funds is
being used "on lights that need to be repaired or replaced.
President Olscamp sent a letter to Bess
last month asking that a lighting survey be
conducted because he thought there might
be insufficient lighting between some campus buildings, he said.
Bess said Public Safety personnel are
conducting the survey and any new lighting
problems they find requiring attention will

be "tagged onto the $4,500."
Part of problem is the lack of proper lighting in parking lots, he said, adding the university has a special problem with car thefts
because it is close to Interstate 75 and
Toledo.
Richard Michelson, a national crime prevention specialist, said parking lots are
prime areas for assaults, rapes and breakins because they are usually located away
from the center of campus and very poorly
lit.
Bess said parking Lots 6 (stadium lot). Lot
12 (north of the University), Lot 8A (behind
Offenhauer), Lot A (next to Kohl Hall) and
Lot D (east side of Rogers) are designated
for improved lighting when proper funds are
available.

Counselor defines problems
meet us," said Lisa Holland,
junior communications and personnel management major and
peer counselor.
The program started last
Peer counseling is designed as
a service to help freshmen spring and two counselors act as
having problems
with the Uni- role models for students and
help them become involved in
versity, but —
campus activities, work out
one peer counschedule problems and solve
selor says the
other difficulties in adjusting to
program is
college life, said Aurelio Sanhaving probchez Jr.. coordinator of acalems of its
demic advising and counseling
own.
for student support services.
"A lot of
"I think the program is workstudents are
ing pretty good and we'd like to
afraid and we
see 10 to 15 more counselors to
havetodoalot
of selling over LIM Holland cover the caseloads," Sanchez
the phone just to get them to said.
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

Friday
Today will be lair and cool, the high
temperature will be
close to 37 degrees.
Tonight will be clear
and cold, the low
temperature around
30 degrees. Tomorrow
will be partly cloudy
with a chance of (lurries, the high temperature will be around
36 degraes.

CLEVELAND (AP) - The
uncle of the late Teamsters
union President Jackie Presser,
after testifying this week that he
had done no work during the five
years he received a salary from
the union said Thursday that he
had handled occasional chores
for the Teamsters.
Allen Friedman, completing
his third day on the witness
stand in the trial of two Teamster leaders accused in a "ghost
employee" union payroll padding scheme, said he occasionally handled member inquiries at
the union office window from
1977 through 1981, the period in
question.
"Some people asked for me,"
said Friedman, who had testified Wednesday that he did no
work while receiving $1,000 a
week from Local 507.
In addition, Friedman acknowledged during crossexamination that he had attended "hundreds and hundreds of
meetings" of the union pension
and health and welfare fund
boards during the period.
Friedman also said he occasionally went on his own to various shops where employees
were represented by the union.
Still, Friedman said, Presser
and Harold Friedman, a Teamsters international vice president and trial co-defendant,
tried to keep him out of the union
offices and refused to let him
work.
□ See Teamsters, page 4.

Holland, however, said she is
not as optimistic about the success of the program.

more responsible attitude
toward the service to find out
about it," Holland said.

She said she is supposed to
meet with her 15 assigned students three times a semester,
but she has in fact met with five
and each of them have attended
only one meeting.

According to information
released by Student Support
Services, students eligible for
this program must have parents
who did not graduate from a
four-year college, live in a lowincome family, or have physical
or learning disabilities.

The other students will not
talk to her and the five that did
failed to return, she said.
She said it is up to the students
to make the program work because the program is designed
for them.
"The students need to take a

Sanchez, who became coordinator last month, said there
are 450 students in the program,
but only 30 students are assigned
to the peer counselors.
D See Peer, page 4.

Windy weather
grounds shuttle
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Weather permitting,
NASA will try again Friday to
send Atlantis on a secret military mission after scrubbing
Thursday's attempt because
of violently shifting 104 mph
winds in the shuttle's flight
path.
Officials said they would
look at the forecast late
Thursday before giving a goahead to fuel the spacecraft
again for a launch Friday in a
three-hour period beginning
at 6:32 a.m. EST. If the
weather looked bad, NASA
would wait until Saturday.
"We're going to take a hard
look at the weather agaian,"
said launch director Bob
Sieck. "If it is clearly a no-go
tomorrow, we don't want to
exercise the launch team, the
crew and the systems."
Navy Cmdr. Robert L. Gibson and his four-man military
crew, dressed in uncomfortable, bulky flight suite, had
been lying on their backs in
cabin seats for nearly five
hours Thursday when the decision was made to scrub.
"They took it in stride; so
did the rest of the team."
Sieck said. "We've been talking about the threat of this ...
sou came as no surprise."
The astronauts themselves
were not heard from publicly

because NASA, operating
under strict Air Force secrecy requirements, did not
carry the usual shuttle-tolaunch control conversations
over its radio circuit.
Using all the resources at
its command — high-altitude
weather balloons, radar, and
a shuttle pilot flying through
the clouds — NASA continuously sampled the weather
before finally calling it quite.
"We were watching the
weather all the way and finally scrubbed due to the winds
aloft," Sieck said. "There
was no hope we were going to
get out of the situation."
Rain had left the area and
skies had begun clearing, but
eight miles above the Atlantic
Ocean winds exceeded hurricane force. Lawrence B. Williams, a NASA engineer, said
the blasts were so powerful
and erratic that the shuttle's
computer could not be programmed to safely adjust its
flight path.
Such winds could cause serious damage to the shuttle's
wings.
Col. John Madura, an Air
Force weatherman, said the
storm front that caused the
problems would be offshore
Friday but could be followed
by strong ground winds that
might affect a launch.

News in Brief
Santa and wife scheduled
to visit Union lobby Sunday
Santa and Mrs. Claus will visit the University
Union lobby this Sunday afternoon and all area
children are invited to stop by to make their
Christmas wishes known and to enjoy toys, candy
and pictures.
Sponsored annually by the Classified Staff Council, the Clauses will be available from 1:30-4 pjn.
Pictures with the jolly couple will be taken for
$2.50.

Kent hockey players
plead guilty to hazing

The cases of Michael Busche, Philip Doyle and
Richard Carter were referred to the Portage
County Adult Probation Department for a sentencing recommendation.

KENT (AP) — Three Kent State University Brian Dawson entered his plea two weeks ago
hockey players have pleaded guilty to hazing in a while one player has yet to appear in court.
X17 incident that led to a one-year suspension
Hazing is a misdemeanor punishable by up to 30
hockey program.
days in jail and a $250 fine.
One student athlete had previously pleaded guiThe hockey players ware arrested after an offlty before three more entered their pleas Wednescampus party to initiate freshman players.
day in Portage County Municipal Court.
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Why aren't we joining in the higher education
funding battle?
While a number of states have already established feasible ways of funding higher education,
Ohio remains on the list of states without such
plans.
Michigan offers a guaranteed tuition plan that allows parents to pay ui advance on their child's education. According to the payment plan, the younger
the child is when the parents begin contributing to
the plan, the less they will eventually pay for the
cost of a college education.
Since Michigan passed the tuition law in 1986,
other states have jumped on the bandwagon — trying to ensure a college education for its residents.
Ohio, however, has not.
Ohio legislators should use the examples given by
the other states and get similar plans implemented.
The interest in such plans is evident — in Illinois the
first college bond sale ended just two days after it
started because the $90 million in bonds issued sold
out.
Students planning to reside in Ohio after graduation should encourage state legislators to implement the plan. If students want their children to attend college, a tuition plan would be a great investment.
Shouldn't Ohio be added to the list of states trying
to improve the future of its younger generation?

Using 'new' speed is
unwise, dangerous
While crack still claims the spot as the number
one drug in the country, another drug may
soon be assuming that title.
According to drug experts, a new powder form of
speed, developed in California, is headed toward
the eastern United States. The drug, formally
known as methamphetamine, is cheaper than cocaine and produces a longer high.
Drug experts predict the drug will be a problem
in smaller towns and rural areas where cocaine is
not readily available and little competition exists
among drug dealers.
Bowling Green has already had its share of problems with drug dealing and its residents should be
forewarned regarding the newest drug on the market.
Although much has been written about the dangers of drug abuse and the facts are readily available to anyone who wants them, many tend to ignore
the harmful effects of a drug habit in favor of immediate gratification or relief from problems.
With its energy-boosting qualities, methamphetamine may have special appeal to college students
who are forever swamped with too many tasks to
complete in too little tune.
Methamphetamine has been proven to cause
physical and psychological dependence. Abusers
experience restlessness, loss of appetite, depression paranoia and anxiety — not a very good tradeoff for finishing that research paper on time.
And if health problems are not enough to deter
I'ou, just picture how an arrest for possession will
ook on your record.
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©!5H: A sad scene on other side of the tracks
» f

People are all human when
you think about it, but when you
don't —they're not. Deborah
HandeU, 11.
The other day I had kind of an
enervating experience.
I walked to my friend's
apartment because we had to
see one of our Forensics coaches
at 8:30 a.m. Forensics is a kind
of oral interpretation, somewhat
like theater.
Anyway, I usually walk on the
tracks to get to her complex because it is a shorter and quicker
way to go. However, on this particular day, I walked on the lawn
of someone who lived right by
the tracks. I wasn't walking
through his front lawn, but on
the side of it very close to the
tracks.
Suddenly, I saw an older man,
about 60, come from his mailbox. I said, "Good morning."
He said, "When are you University students going to realize
that trespassing is a crime in
this town?"
Realizing that this was his
way of telling me to get off of his
land, I began to move towards
the tracks. I said, "I'm sorry
sir: I didn't realize that. Ill
walk on the tracks. Sorry again,
sir."
It was his property. He wanted
me off his land — fine. I understood. No problem. And I felt
that I was very respectful about
it.
Although it seemed that this
should have been the end of our

conversation, the man continued
— rudely, I might add.
"Well, if I let you trample all
over my land then I will have to
let everyone trample over my
land. Then I won't have a
lawn..."
"I realize that, sir. I'm on the
tracks now. I'm sorry again for
the mistake. I won't do it
again."
And he went on about his lawn
and why I couldn't walk on it.
But I was getting off of his
land. I wasn't arguing with him
or being disrespectful. I was doing what he had originally told
me to do — get off of his land.
Yet, even though I did what he
asked, he continued to harass
me.
"You know, if we could get rid
of the University, we'd be
tickled to death."
This was the last blow. By this
time I was off of his land and
still treating him with respect,
even if he was acting like an old
fart.
I simply replied, "If we all
could get rid of a lot of things,
we'd be tickled to death."
And I said this very solemnly
and very sadly.
Because I was sad. See, this
man may have had a lot of
reasons to be nasty. He certainly
had a reason to remove me from

his land. He even had the right to
nag me about it. But even
though he could legally do all
these things, he really shouldn't
have.
See, when he originally made
the request, I obliged. However,
as he continued, he didn't make
me want to keep off of his land;
he made me want to throw a
rock through his window.
Only trouble is, I would never
throw a rock through his window
because I'm not that kind of person. I have always respected the
elderly. I have always believed
that people should respect all
Qle. f was raised believing
when an older person made
a request of you, you obeyed respectfully.
However, I was never taught
that the people whom I was supposed to treat with respect
would treat me with rudeness
and cruelty.
At the beginning of the semester I wrote a column about a lost
old man walking along Main
Street. I wrote that a lot of peofle were making fun of him and
yelled at them. My friend and I
helped him find his home.
As a matter of fact, this was
the same friend whom I was going to see that day when the man
told me to get off of his land. And
when I told her about what the
man had said, she replied,
"Man, I would have told that
guy off."

I imagine a lot people would
have told that man off.
But I didn't. I tried to be courteous and understanding, hoping
that I would get a little understanding. Instead I was degraded.
The funniest thing is that if I
had seen him harassing
someone else and the person had
told him off, I would have defended the old man. Now, I don't
know if I would.
I guess his words were a lesson to me and all University students about the effect we have
on this town. But I think this
should be a lesson to another
group of people as well: The
group of people whom my generation will be taking care of 10
years from now. The group of
people who feel the need to be so
critical of the younger generation. The group of people whom
this man belongs to.
I guess if I were to see this and
he were to need help in some
way, I would probably oblige.
But a lot of people my age
wouldn't and sometimes it's because they have been treated
similarly.
The experience I had with him
still makes me sad. I guess I just
don't understand why this man
chose to make an enemy when
he could have had a friend.

OFF THE HEAT

G.A. reporting: A step to better things
It seems ironic that I am writing an Off The Beat piece since I
am not a beat reporter. But
since my editors talked me into
it, I guess I'll give it a shot.
I am a general assignment reporter — better known as a G.A.
Unlike beat reporters, who I
think have it easy because their
sources give than three story
ideas each week, I have to come
up with three of them on my
own.
Another ironic thing is that all
of my hard work goes left unpaid. So since I have been a G.A.
tor the past two semesters, it is
from the bottom of my heart
when I say that I can not wait to
cover a beat next semester.
Oh well, L better stop complaining. This is beginning to
sound like a letter to the editor.
Instead, let me tell you what it
is like to be a G.A.

The work is hard and the days
are long, but I like the interesting people, stories and events I
cover. Being a G.A. means you
are not tied down to one specific
area of news and you are free to
come up with your own ideas.
In the past two semesters, I've
covered anything from false fire
alarms and asbestos problems
on campus to the elevator malfunctions in the Jerome Library
and the issue concerning students who must find a new
roommate if their previous one
flunks out.
I have also interviewed a lot of
interesting people, such as the
professional entertainers from
the musical group, "The Lettermen," and a person who is
spending eight months walking
across the United States for the
homeless. I have also inter-

Being a G.A. also lets you do
some investigating. I have investigated the reasons behind
the mass disposal of laboratory
animals by the science department, why the U.S. government
requested millions of dollars
from state colleges that did not
belong to them and why vandalism is so apparent on campus.
Perhaps one of the most controversial and difficult issues I
covered was the eating disorder
series 'that ran in October. It
took me a month to complete
Biges upon pages of notes and
terviews with 20 different
sources, many of whom did not
want to talk to me. which leads
me to my next point.
In this business, perhaps two
of the most frustrating problems
to face is getting hold of your

sources and meeting the deadline.
There have been those frustrating moments when I have
had to wait hours for a source to
get back to me and I have had to
chase down some of my sources
— minutes before deadline just
to get an essential fact that decides whether or not the story
will run that day.
Well, that is about the only
thing I can say about my Job,
except that I have learned a lot
of things as a G.A. and I have enjoyed the stories I have done.
However, it is time to move on to
bigger and better positions next
semester and I hope the people
that follow in my footsteps will
find the job equally as enjoyable
as I did.
Jeff Batdorf, a sophomore
news-editorial major from Sylvania, is a general assignment
reporter for The News.

by Berke Breathed
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Concert features
Shearing, bassist
by Fred Wright
reporter

The George Shearing Duo, featuring the group s namesake — a
world-renowned jazz pianist, plus bassist Neil Swainson, will perform tomorrow at Kobacker Hall in the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Martin Porter, director of the concert office, described Shearing
as "a real legend in the jazz world" and "the caliber of artist we
wanted to bring here (tothe University)."
.
.. .
Shearing, who has been blind since birth, has been performing
professionally on the piano for over 50 years. Born in London, he
learned to play the piano by duplicating the sounds he heard on his
family's crystal set on the piano.
,,.,«__.
.» , .„
In 1947, Shearing moved to America, forming his first quartet in
1949
Shearing an arranger, composer, singer and pianist has recorded
over 64 albums including the grammy-winning An Evening With
George Shearing and Top Drawer.
He has performed in over 20 countries and has appeared at the
Kennedy Center, Carnegie Hall, the Monterey Jazz Festival and the
White House, for three different presidents.
Shearing, who lives in New York City, has a radio program m New
York entifled "Jazz by George," and a television program in Los
Angeles.
Although Shearing dissolved his quintet in 1978, he began performing with a bassist in a duo. Since 1985, Swainson has been the bassist
performing with Shearing.
A pre-show discussion will be presented at 7:30 at Bryan Recital
Hall in the Moore Musical Arts Center. Hosted by University student
and guitar major Paul Blubaugh.it is designed to give background
and information on Shearing and Swainson's music and careers.
Tickets are »4, $8, and $12 for students. Although Porter said he
expects the concert to sell out, some tickets are still available.

Davis-Besse awards
Futronics contract
to upgrade systems
I

by Shelley Banks
reporter

The director of the office of
the Geographer at the U.S. Department of State told a University audience Thursday
that Americans do not understand geography.
George Demko, the GeograSher's office director, blamed
le media for the ignorance of
the many citizens.
"Geography is more than
knowing what the capital of a
state is," he said. "The media
makes it seem like that Is all
that is important."
According to Demko, more
Americans need to see geography as a practical application ui everyday life. However,
he said most people do not
know how to use it.
"People can use it (geography) when they buy a house.
They should get maps of the
crime rates, schools, appreciation values, and water drainage so they can see how very
important geography is," he
said. In his presentation, Demko showed slides of the maps
he created while researching
current issues for Secretary of
State George Shultz.
On his map, "The Geography
of AIDS," Demko explained

that there is an "AIDS North"
and an "AIDS South."
"The main difference between the two is the way they
are spread. AIDS North, which
is mainly in Europe and America, usually remains in the big
cities, while AIDS South exists
in the Third World countries
where AIDS Is among the entire population," Demko said.
Demko said the study was
conducted because the
government is worried that
with the large number of illegal aliens entering the U.S^ the
virus may escalate to Third
World proportions.
Demko also addressed geographical studies of illegal
drugs in Latin America.
'4f people do not understand
how ana where drugs are
Sown and transported, then
e problem can never be conquered," Demko said.
On a wider scale, Demko
discussed problems with land,
water, andatmospheric space.
About 200 people attended
the speech, entitled "Pirates.
AIDS, Terrorism, Drugs, and
Spatial Disputes: A Geographic Perspective on International Issues."

signed specifically by GE Radio
Systems of Lynchburg, Va. He
said the network will provide
quick information to emergency
The Davis-Besse Nuclear personnel, schools and hospitals
Power Plant in Port Clinton a- in the event of a nuclear emerwarded a $1.7 million contract to gency at the plant.
He said if all goes as planned,
Futronics, Inc. to upgrade their
emergency notification system Futronics will begin installing
the new system in early 1989,
earlier this month.
Futronics, based in Fremont, with completion expected later
received the contract Nov. 7, in the year.
and according to Michael Gruss,
The new system will be prithe company's president and marily used for communication
CEO, the project will be an ex- within Ottawa County, said
tensive one.
Richard Wilkins, a Davis-Besse
Gruss said the new system spokesperson. He explained it
will be a high frequency. 800 will not be necessary for
megahertz trunked network de- counties with their own com-

George Demko

BG News/Pat Mingarelli

munication systems to hook up already hooked up to another
system via a high-band state
to the new system.
Wilkins said the revamped frequency," Dennis said.
Since the city is 34 miles away
system will be used for more
from Davis-Besse, Dennis said
than nuclear crises.
there
are very few instances
"It could be used for a nuclear
emergency, a weather emer- where Bowling Green residents
gency or it could be used in the would be affected by a nuclear
event of a toxic waste spillage accident at the Port Clinton
plant.
by a tanker car," he said.
Bud Dennis, the director of
"If (a nuclear accident) was
disaster services for Wood large
enough, and the wind was
County, said the new system blowing
in our direction, then
should be very effective for Ot- there might
be some evacuation.
tawa County, but will have vir"But we very rarely get a
tually no effect on Bowling direct
easterly wind. I ve been
Green.
living here for 35 years and have
"We would not be hooked up yet to experience, a full one,"
with that new system. We're Dennis said.

Don't Wait in Slow Lines for Fast F •
For over 25 years we've
been delivering hot, tasty
pizzas to hungry students
across America.
The best part (besides the
pizza) is that you don't have
to wait in line.
So why wait? Cal us with
your order and relax.

only
$9.99

BH
DOMINO S
PIZZA

112" Deluxe
"Onions,
Green Peppers,
Pepperoni,
Sausage,
Mushrooms."
andl 12"
1 item pizza
Valid Fridays. Saturday*.
and Sundays.
No coupon necessary
Not valid with any other offers

]

Official praises geography

by Scott R. Whitehead
city reporter

r

December 2.19SB

Fast, Free Delivery

Domino's Pizza
Delivers® Doubles

352-1539

Free Delivery From
11:00 a.m. Daily
Our Drivers Carry
Less Than $20.00
Limited Delivery Area

only
$12.99

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

tit

1 14" Deluxe
"Onions,
Green Peppers,
Pepperoni,
Sausage,
Mushrooms."
and 1 14"
1 item pizza
Valid Fridays, Saturdays,
and Sundays.
No coupon necessary
Not valid with any otr*r offers.

1616E. Wooster
GREENWOOD CENTRE

1 Free Item

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Valid Fridays. Saturdays.
and Sundays.
No coupon necessary
Not vatd with any other offers

■
■

■
I
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Holiday flights limited Contest funds dreams
on 14-day advance tickets,"
Vaughn said. "These are almost sold out — maybe you
won't get a flight"

by Christian Thompson
staff reporter

/ just flew in from Chicago.
Boy, are my aims tired!
This old joke may take on a
more serious meaning as students are faced with the problem of getting tickets to fly
home for the holidays.
In the past month, air fares
have increased rapidly while available tickets have decreased
for travel during the upcoming
holiday season, according to
area travel agencies.
Wendy Vaughn, travel agent
for Holiday Travel, 140 N. Main
St., said airline tickets for
flights between Dec. 25 and Jan.
2 are almost sold out.
"The lowest fares are those

Kellie Zenz, manager of AAA
Travel Agency, 414 E. Wooster
St., said students who plan on
leaving at the end of finals week
have already missed the 14-day
cut off to buy lower-priced tickets.
"Thursday was the last day to
be booked for the lower priced
fares. Some airlines have discounted 7-day tickets but we've
been doing a lot of bookings so
there are not very many tickets
are still available," Zenz said.
Zenz said she believed airlines were raising fares because they had lost so much on
previous cheaper fares.
Vaughn agreed with Zenz, but

Hie BG News needs volunteers!
Biomedical Sciences
Integrated graduate
training opportunities
• Biochemistry/Metabolism
/Nutrition
•Cell Biology/Cell Physiology
• Developmental Biology
/Anatomy
• Environmental Health
Sciences
•Immunology/Pathology
•Molecular Biology/Genetics
•Neurosciences
•Pharmacological Sciences
Tuition and stipends are
provided. Students with a
strong academic record
should specify an area of
interest and contact:
Coordinator of Graduate
Studies West 452A
Case Western Reserve
University School
of Medicine
2119 Abington Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216-368-3347

added that only certain types of
fares were increased.
"The one-way ticket markets
have been hit the hardest — a
1140 ticket may now cost up to
$300 one-way," Vaughn said.
Zenz recommended students
book flights as soon as they
know the date of departure.
"Airlines will only give you
their prices," she said. "Travel
agencies have the prices of
most airline fares to compare
and find the cheapest route to
travel at no additional charge to
the student — this saves a lot of
time." The holiday season is not
the only time discounted tickets
are available in small quantities, according to Zenz.
"Don't wait until after
Christmas to book your flights
for Spring Break —tickets are
really hard to get after the first
week of January," she said.

Cell 372-6966 for information

Happy Holidays!
1 and 2 Bed

LOFTS

ARE AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER
How You Order Your Loft:

OPTION 1 - Call 352-3826. 9-5. Mon. - Fit
For a mail-in registration form.
OPTION 2 - Sign up at the University Union,
Fort Room on the 3rd floor. The loft
scheduling display willl be open

Dec. 5. 6, 7, 8, 9

Jan. 10-3 (9-5)

Yogurt company promotes entrepreneurship
finalists must submit a revised copy of their business plan by Jan 16.
Judges will select a winner based on the revised
business idea that they think is the most feasible,
College students who dream of starting their he said. The winner will have the opportunity to go
own business but do not have the funding may have over the idea with Julie Brice and Arthur Upper,
a chance to make dreams come true by entering publisher of Venture Magazine.
the second annual "I Can't Believe It's Yogurt Be"Just because a business plan wins doesn't
lieves You Can Do It Too" company contest.
mean it will work," White said.
The winner of the contest will receive $10,000
The winner will also be sent on an all-expense
that can be used to finance the winning idea, ac- paid trip to attend the international convention of
cording to Scott White, public relations manger of the Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs in San
the company.
Francisco.
White said there were 250 ideas from across the
"Semi-finalists will receive a leather briefcase
nation submitted for this year's contest.
a one-year subscription to Venture MagaHe said Ideas ranged from building a "compas- and
sionate bouse" for people suffering from Alz- zine,"White said.
heimer's Disease to creating a restaurant to serve
Robert Mihaly, a student at the University of
variations of peanut butter and Jelly sandwiches.
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, won the grand prize
"The top categories were in the food and restau- last year and is planning to start his own business
rant business, followed by entertainment busi- producing sculpted glass and sandblasted stone for
nesses, mostly dealing with video tapes and construction companies, White said.
machines," White said.
Julie Weinstein, competition coordinator, said
He said the contest was created last year while
the company celebrated its 10th anniversary of that Mihaly will wait until after his graduation
operation. The business was started by the broth- with an art degree before he establishes the buaier-and-sister team of Julie and Bill Brice.
"He has the trust fund in his name and has used
The Brices Invested $10,000 they had saved for
of the money for his business," Weinstein
their college tuition into two failing frozen food some
She said four entries were received from
shops. Now, the company has 180 stores open in 30 said.
Ohio but none were from University students and
states. White said.
"(The contest) is something that helps promote no Ohio entrants made the semi-finals.
entrepreneurshlps on college campuses. White
White said the contest was expected to only
said.
occur last year, but because of its success, the
White said the entries are Judged by five judges company decided to do it again this year and will
who named 10 semi-finalists last month. The semi- look into scheduling future competitions.
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

Peer

Teamsters

D Continued from page 1.

a Continued from page 1.

Holland said the students were
assigned to counselors based on
test results taken from them before they entered college.
She said she got involved in
the program because she had a

LOFT RATES
Spring Semester Rental
Purchase
Optional Assembly
Ladder Rental
Ladder Purchase

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, Dec. 4 thru Thursday, Dec. 8
Sunday, Dec.11 thru Thursday, Dec. J 5
Study and Relax in the privacy
of your own room at

* FREE DELIVERY *

BEST WESTERN

For More Information Call:

CWR.U

Falcon Pla

Loft Construction

500 Lehman Ave., 419/352-3836

(ImMcwntty owrwd and op*rt4*d)

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$21."

wMmrnmsmmMWMBMMH

per nlnht for • single or a double room

Includes:

'Early check-In and late check-out times
'Continental Breakfast
'Coffee available 24 hours

Advmnce rmTvatlons required and
pr—nt vttd BOSU ID Ml cflec*-*l
Non •ludttlm not lot)*

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP HONOR SOCIETY
EXTENDS CONGRATULATIONS TO THEIR FALL 1988 INTIATES

FACULTY/STAFF
Dr. Eloise Clark
Philip Mason
Dr. Nancy Kubasek
Dr. Elliot Blinn

OFFICERS
Jennie Boutelle
President
Steven Splnk
Vice President
Steve Buehrer
Treasurer
Glna Plowrlght
Secretary
Dr. Ralph Wolfe.... Faculty Secretary

352-4674

Allen and Harold Friedman
are not related.
Under cross-examination by
Paul Cambria, defense attorney
for Harold Friedman, the witness admitted he took up to 20
medications daily for various
ailments during the five-year
period, including gout, chest
pains, cerebral vascular
disease, prostate surgery and
cataract surgery.
"I wasn't sick," said Allen
Friedman, who had earlier testified that in a sworn court statement two years ago he said Harold Friedman and Presser had
tried to keep him from handling
union duties because they feared
for bis health.
"I don't know whether I was
lying or not," said Friedman,
who repeatedly was unable to
recall conflicting testimony he
had offered on his health in 1986
and 1987.

The Undergraduate Student Government
is offering

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA

STUDENTS
Tracy Greul
Andrea Szekely
Kraig Baker
Beth Manson
Colleen McGinty
Angeiene Bonner
Kristin Rumble
Mary Louise Zurbach
Randy Rourzon
Joel Yeasting
Kathleen Kilpatrick
Kathrynne Haack
Kevin Ruffer
Gretchen Albright
Michael Drabenstoh
Jennifer Mabee
Dawn Adams
Martin Gross
Melinda Messbarger
Diane Lunka
Lisa Rombach
Lori Everly
Susan Lippert
Barbara Surbeck
Robin Applebaum
Patricia Jacoby
Elizabeth Hammann
Laura Daniels
Michael Kocher

rough time adjusting to the University system as a freshman.
"If I can help them learn the
system, maybe they will not
have such a hard time adjusting,
like I did," Holland said.

Internships in Public Relations
for the Spring Semester
All majors welcome, Journalism, VCT
preferred. Interviews Dec 5-8
Contact Cathy Komyanek 372-7522 / 353-4385

Come Down to the
Dry Dock this
4

Saturday December 3rd
for the RSA Holiday Party !
*The Band for this weekend is
Deep Six
* There will be plenty of excitement and
many activities

Come Have Fun Before Finals

Get Your Picture Taken with me
... Santa 1!
All My Friends Will be there.
Why not you?
<S
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Groups bring cheer
by Kalhy Fox
staff reporter

Christmas is a time for giving — and several University organizations are working to provide
goodwill of the community.
For Kappa Delta Sorority, the season is being
used to extend warm wishes to handicapped children in the Wood County and Toledo area.
"We're having a Christmas party Saturday for
the children in the Saturday Morning Love Affair
program," said Ann-Marie Notaro, senior prelawpolitical science major and president of Kappa Defile party, which will be held in the Eppler
Center on campus, will feature the singing of
Christmas carols, the playing of various games,
and the distribution of gifts by Saint Nick himself,
Notaro said.
The sorority has not only touched the hearts of
area children, but also children in Virginia.
"We donated one coloring book and crayons per
member to The Crippled Children's Hospital in
Richmond, Virginia, Notaro said.
The sorority also donated hats, scarves and mittens for the children at the Children's Resource
Center, which is their local philanthropy, she said.
In addition to working to imprbve the holiday for
children, two honoraries, Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi, are working to enhance the

Wheeler

-

D Continued from page 1.
The defense attorney added
that Carnes' secret was of little
value to the case.
"And what was his secret?
'(Wheeler) said, I did it,' does
that corroborate anything?
Rhoda said she did it, Dunipace said. "John Pack testified
that the defendant said 'half of
them are gone and I'm going to
get the other half' — that corroborates nothing."
In spite of the fact both are
currently incarcerated, Carnes
at the Toledo Workhouse in
Whitehouse, and Pack at Lucasville Correctional Facility,
May berry defended the honesty
of the state's witnesses.
"When you have a play cast in
hell, you don't have angels for
actors," he said. "But these
were the people he trusted — the
people who Uved with him."
Dunipace also disputed Maddox's testimony, calling her
statements "a tangled web of
deception and treachery."
He said Maddox confused and
impeached herself — claiming
memory lapses when asked
about past statements that she
and Wheeler were not involved
in the fire.
"If it wasn't so serious it
would be comical," Dunipace
said.
In the prosecution's closing
arguments, however, Mayberry
said defense attorneys inten-

Christmas season for the elderly of the community.
"We're planning on Christmas caroling at three
local nursing homes, one on Wooster (Street) and
two on Poe (Road), on Dec. 11," said Suzanne
Schumacher, junior human resource management
major and president of TBS.
According to Patrick Pearson, president of Kappa Kappa Psi, 40 to SO students are expected to
participate in the traditional Christmas caroling.
"This is not the first time we've done this,"
Pearson said. "It's traditional. We do this every
year."
According to Schumacher, TBS is also sponsoring a canned food drive, which will be donated to
First United Methodist Church, 1506 E. Wooster St.
"Band members are asked to bring canned
goods to the band banquet, which will be Dec. 9,"
Schumacher said.
Another organization, the University Activities
Organization, is also having a canned food drive,
according to Katherine Spiller, public relations director of UAO.
"Directors and UAO committee members are
asked to bring canned goods that will be brought to
St. Thomas More," Spiller said.
UAO will also hold a craft sale in Lenhart Grand
Ballroom Dec. S to Dec. 7.
"The craft sale, which will have items by local
craft artists, allows them (artists) to come and sell
their goods/'Spiller said.

tionally confused Maddox.
"There was a purpose for
keeping her on the stand for over
four hours —there was a purpose for asking her the same
questions 20 times," Mayberry

five children, Jody Allen, 10;
William. 8; Evelyn, 9; and
7-year-old twins Dawn and Jennifer.
Rhoda's brother, Willard,
wept openly from the back of the
courtroom as the bailiff read,
'»We, the Jury, find the defendant guilty," for each of the
eight charges.

said. "The defense was trying to
confuse not only her, but you
(the jury) and divert your attention away from the facts."

Crafts
displayed
at show
by Kathy Fox
staff reporter

Christmas ornaments,
stained glass items and
baskets are among the
crafts that will be dis6layed this weekend at the
rood County Fairgrounds.
Sixty exhibitors from
Bowling Green, Marion,
Lima, Crooksville, Wapakoneta and Kenton will
display their crafts, according to Barbara Limes,
publicity chairperson of
the event.
"It's just a regular craft
show that area people and
those other than Wood
County residents have
signed up to participate
in," she said.
This is the second year
for the "Country Fair
Treasures" craft show,
sponsored by the Wood
County Agricultural Society, Limes said.
Last year it was very
successful and that's why
we did it again," she said.
Admission will/be $1 for
adults and free for children
accompanied by an adult.
Santa Claus will also attend the event. Saturday
hours will be 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Sunday hours will
be 11a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mayberry said there was "a
gaping hole" in the defendant's
claim that Maddox fabricated
the story.

Your Music Library"
PHILIPS
Gt_a.au «ttwcu"a HUSKFEST

A TOUCH
Of CLASSICS

Regularly Priced $8.99
WEEK EO
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Handel
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"If you were going to make it
up, why in the devu would you
implicate yourself? " he asked.
"Why would you put yourself in
prison and ostracize yourself
from your family?"

FRIDAY. DEC. 2
4 LIVE COMEDIANS
from Toledo Comedy Club
Performing 10 - 12

Killed in the Perrysburg
Township blaze were Awilda
Maddox, her son Curtis, and his

LOCATED IN HARSHMAN'S BASEMENT
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Applications available: 214 West Hall
JOIN THE CD
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with Compact Discs at a Budgat Price.
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403 S. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/FINDLAY

12« N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN /».©.

OPEN 7 DAYS

"Under the mistletoe with an AXQ"
. December 3rd, 1988

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT TONGHT AND TOMORROW
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Frl.-Sat. 10 am-10 pm
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Fernald cleanup slated Plant layoffs
CINCINNATI (AP) — State
officials and Sen. John Glenn,
D-Ohio, plan an announcement
Friday of an agreement between
Ohio and the U.S. Department of
Energy regarding a $1 billion
cleanup of the department's
Fernald uranium-processing
plant site.
Glenn, Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze Jr. and Environmental Protection Agency
director Richard Shank, plan to
announce details of the agreement Friday morning in Cincinnati. State and federal officials
have declined to release details
in advance.
Gov. Richard Celeste said
Wednesday he would not accept
any agreement in which the federal government would not pay
the complete cost of the cleanup,
estimated at $1 billion. Steve

Wyatt, a U.S. Energy Department spokesman in Oak Ridge,
Term., said it is reasonable to
assume that the federal
government will pay for all of
the cleanup.
Joe La Grone, the Energy Department's manager of Oak
Ridge, Term., operations, said
the agreement would be a consent decree subject to federal
court approval.
La Grone said the government
will have already spent $355 million, by the end of fiscal 1989. on
cleanup and workplace safety
efforts already under way.
The 37-year-old Feed Materials Production Center processes
and molds uranium metal ingots
for use elsewhere in the Energy
Department's production of nuclear weapons. Production was
halted by a strike Oct. 7.

State and Energy Department
officials have been negotiating
toward such an agreement since
before the state filed two U.S.
District Court lawsuits against
the Energy Department in 1966
and 1987. The talks continued
after the suits were filed. Ohio
wants a settlement that would
give the state authority to oversee the cleanup.
The state blames the Energy
Department for alleged contamination of air and water at the
1,060-acre plant, 18 miles northwest of Cincinnati.
The plant sits above the Great
Miami River aquifer, a regional
water source for 2 million people. The Energy Department
has admitted the plant has emitted at least 300,000 pounds of
radioactive uranium dust into

the atmosphere during three decades of operation.
Shank said the state is concerned that contaminated
wastes from the plant could
eventually pollute the aquifer
and create a major health hazard. Water sampling has not
revealed evidence of notable
contamination in regional public
water supplies, but monitoring
will continue, Shank told reporters.

CINCINNATI (AP) - The
federal government's Fernald uranium-processing
plant announced Thursday it
will lay off about 350 employees soon because of decreased demand for the uranium the plant produces for
the government's nuclear
weapons.

Fernald community, 18 miles
northwest of Cincinnati.
Some workers may be laid off
before Christmas, but the actual layoff dates will vary and
have not been determined by
personnel managers, said
Pete Kellev, a spokesman for
the plant's operator, Westinghouse Materials Co. of

Neighbors have sued the department and its former operator, National Lead Co. of Ohio,
accusing the plant of polluting
the environment with radioactive materials, creating a health
hazard and ruining property
values. The lawsuit also is
pending in U.S. District Court.

Officials said the layoff at
the U.S. Department of Energy's Feed Materials Production Center will include approximately 250 hourly production and production support employees and about 100
salaried personnel.
The layoff is the second
since April at the plant in the

Workers to be affected will
be notified Dec. 9. he said.
Kelley said the layoffs have
nothing to do with a strike by
the plant's 625 union production workers which has idled
the facility since Oct. 7, when
contract negotiations stalled.

Pakistani chief named
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
— Benazir Bhutto became the
first woman to lead a Moslem
nation when the president chose
her Thursday to be prime minister; the post her father held
when he was deposed and
hanged a decade ago.

President Ghulam Ishaq Khan
said in a televised address that
Bhutto had "the best qualities of
leadership and foresight as a
statesman."
Thousands of supporters celebrated in streets of the nation's
cities after the long-awaited announcement. They danced, beat
drums and chanted "Long live
Benazir!"
Bhutto's party gained 12 more

seats in the National Assembly
when it voted Wednesday on
candidates to fill 20 seats reserved for women.
With those that her populist
Pakistan People's Party won in
the Nov. 16 election, it holds 105
of the chamber's 237 seats, and
she is said to have enough support among minor parties and
independents for a majority coalition.

anticipated

President Reagan sent a letter
of congratulations expressing
"his hope that the recently conducted elections will usher in an
era of democratic rule in Pakistan," a close ally of the United
States, presidential spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said in Washington.
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto founded
the Pakistan People's Party. In
1977, after a landslide victory in
the last previous free election,
Gen. Mohammed Zia ul-Haq
ousted him in a coup.
He was convicted of complicity in a political murder conspiracy and hanged in 1979. Zia
was killed in plane crash Aug. 17
after the election date had been
set.
An eight-party grouping
called the Islamic Democratic
Alliance, which included Zia
loyalists, won only 60 seats in the
election and Wednesday's assembly vote.
Ishaq Khan, the 73-year-old
Senate chairman who replaced
Zia as president, said Thursday
he was convinced Ms. Bhutto
could command a majority in
the National Assembly.
D See Pakistan, page 7.
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ERNEST SAVES
CHRISTMAS PG
SAT &SUN 1:20 3.20
EVENINGS 7 15 930
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□ See Layoff, page 7.

Lorain jury
deliberates
police trial
ELYRIA, Ohio (AP) — A Lorain County Common Pleas Court iury
began deliberating Thursday in the trial of a veteran Lorain policeman charged with extortion and tampering with evidence.
Detective Sgt. Wayne Long is accused of threatening fire inspectors Tony Cuevas and Roger Thomas with criminal charges if
they didn't agree to ignore alleged fire code violations at a bingo hall
operated Police ChieiJohn Maflnovsky's daughter, Janice.
On Wednesday, Long took the stand and said a 30-year friendship
with Fire Inspector Roger Thomas was part of the reason he approached Thomas and another inspector about an investigation of
wrongdoing on the part of firefighters.
Thomas testified Tuesday he felt intimidated by Long to allow the
bingo hall to operate, despite alleged fire code violations.
Long said conversations he had with the inspectors were part of
police investigations of rumors that city firefighters were extorting
part-time jobs from local night club owners in exchange for overlooking fire code violations.
Long was indicted in May after a special grand jury heard testimonyfrom 20 witnesses. If convicted, he could be sentenced to as
many as two years in prison and fined up to $5,000 on each charge.
Long testified he visited the two fire department employees on
Jan. 11 to warn Thomas that he was under investigation by order of
Malinovsky.
«_-.-. ,
"I told them, 'I'm just down here to tell you guys that the investigation has been assigned to me. ... I didn't want to see him
(Thomas) get into any trouble," Long testified. "That's why I went
to them first."
.
„ _
But Assistant County Prosecutor Jonathan Rosenbaum said police
investigations are not conducted by first informing suspects they are
under inquiry and asked Long about his procedure.
Long acknowledged Rosenbaum was correct but said he informed
Thomas because he was his friend.

B.G.S.U.'s Gospel Choir
presents
their annual fall concert
Special Guest:

THE LAND If FOR! TIME G
SAT. & SUN. 1:00 3 25
EVENINGS 6 45 825

University of Toledo's Gospel Choir
Saturday, December 3
7:00 p.m.
St. Thomas More Church
$1.50 Adults
$1.00 Children

CHILD'S PLAY
SAT & SUN. 1:10 3 35
EVENINGS 7 05 945

BEFORE FINALS CHILL OUT
Friday, Dec. 2
and
Saturday, Dec. 3

"The feel-good
movie of 1983.

Admission:
$1.50 with a
valid BGSU I.D.

How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?

8pm • 10pm •
Midnight
Eva Marie Saint
Theater, University Hall

m

"friendstoteepyou warm?

Campus Films
would like to
congratulate all
graduating seniorsi
To show our
appreciation, all \
seniors will be
admitted for
| only a $1.00
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AIDS misinformation
high in teen-age sect
ATLANTA (AP) — A new federal survey of selected high school students, reported Thursday,
shows that many teen-agers are misinformed
about AIDS and more than a few are at risk themselves for the deadly disease.
The national Centers for Disease Control and
local school officials surveyed students in ninth
through 12th grades last spring about their knowledge of AIDS and their own personal risks. The
surveys were conducted statewide in eight states
as well as in seven big-city school systems.
Some of the findings were "surprising," said Dr.
Laura Kann, u researcher with the Atlanta-based
CDC
"They clearly know the primary sources of HTV
(AIDS virus) transmission, but when it does come
to things like blood donations ... mosquitoes and
public toilets, there are a whole lot of misconceptions," she said.
Findings did not differ greatly between locations, and misinformation was widespread. For
example, more than 70 percent of the students responding in Chicago, Los Angeles, New Orleans
and New York believed — wrongly — that someone
can be infected with AIDS by giving blood.
While some people have been infected through
receiving blood, particularly before the advent of
ATDS-blood testing, contracting AIDS while routinely giving blood is impossible, since other people's blood does not come in contact with a blood
donor.
In another example, more than half the students
responding in Los Angeles and New Orleans believed _ wrongly — that AIDS can be contracted
by using a public toilet. And more than 70 percent
of the kids responding in Los Angeles believed —
again, wrongly —that AIDS is transmitted
through insect bites.
Health officials say toilets and insects are not
vehicles of AIDS transmission.

On the other hand, at least 84 percent of all the
students responding knew that using drug needles
can spread AIDS, and at least 88 percent knew
they could get AIDS through sexual intercourse.
Students in four areas — San Francisco, Washington, D.C., and the states of Michigan and California — were asked about their personal experiences with injectable drugs and sexual intercourse, the two most common means of AIDS transmission.
Drug use was relatively low, ranging from 3 percent of the Michigan students to 6 percent of those
in Washington. But sexual intercourse was much
more common; the number of students who had
ever had sex ranged from 29 percent in San Francisco to 76 percent in Washington. For D.C. male
students, the percentage was the highest in the
personal-risk survey, with 91 percent reporting
they'd had sex.
The CDC urged education officials to "implement programs to correct misperceptions about
HTV transmission (and) to reduce behaviors resulting in HTV infection."
The student surveys were not an attempt at a
national poll, but were instead spot surveys in selected cities and states with high incidence of
AIDS.
The surveys were conducted in Chicago, Los
Angeles, New Orleans, New York City, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, D.C, and the states of
California, Kentucky, Michigan, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Washington.
The CDC cautioned that response rates differed
between locations, so direct comparison of the
findings from site to site, or attempts to add them
into a general total, could be misleading.
But in general, the CDC noted, AtDS-related
"beliefs, knowledge and behaviors among the adolescents surveyed... are generally similar."
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Layoffs
D Continued from page 6.
Westinghouse Materials laid off
70 employees at the government
plant in April because of declining production orders for uranium, and said then that another
layoff was likely late this year.
"They would have occurred
anyway, because the production
is down substantially for this
fiscal year from last," Kelley
said.
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The plant's operating budget
last year was $145 million but
was cut to $107 million this year,
he said.
Westinghouse Materials Co.
said it will provide the laid-off
employees with placement services including job counseling,
asistance with resume writing,
interview skills training and an
outplacement center.

fee.

»

Westinghouse officials have
concluded that a bill drafted by
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum,
D-Ohio, which requires 60-day
advance notification to workers
affected by plant closings, will
not affect the Fernald layoffs
because the entire plant is not
closing, Kelley said. In addition,
Metzenbaum spokeswoman
Nancy Coffey said the bill,
which became law Aug. 4, does
not take effect until Feb. 4.
The Fernald plant has been
under heavy criticism in recent
years for the Energy Department's admissions that the plant
has released at least 300,000
pounds of radioactive uranium
dust into the atmosphere during
its 37 years of operation.

Pakistan
D Continued from page 6.
He also declared the end of a
state of emergency imposed
after Zia's death "so the new
prime minister can take up her
responsibility in an environment
of complete democracy."
The president said he had
received the resignations of the
caretaker government effective
Friday, when Bhutto, 35, was to
take the oath of office.
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Learn how the holidays are celebrated around the world including
age-old traditions, recipes and gift ideas
Look for it at all regular distribution points
on and off campus
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And you're
still smoking?
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Cindy Loo Who 8 Herbie
Cindy 81 Biology Bob
Jules 8 Hunster
Lori ft Chris
Gene Bean 8 the dancing machine
Kandy Kane Kim ft Aaron the elf
Coon ft Irle
Stephanie (SSQ) «The Cheerful Cheerleader
Jule ft B.D.
THE GOOGLES
Jungle Jane ft Tarzan
Anita beer for Chriitmat ft Tiny Tim
Suzy Snowtlake ft Brian Blizzard
Loro and Doe--the Dlico Duo
Tracy ft Gut
The Hogans
Lori the Vixen ft Donner
Carl ft B-Dog
Oppossum ft Mr. Bean
Ba Humbug Hansen 8 ???
Santa Clausing ft his little elf
Ms. Chris Kringle ft her bag of goodies
Shues ft Parana
Molly "GPB" ft Mark
Puppy ft Econ Man

Julie ft Big Ken
Beth ft Cal Bowl Man
Santa ft "Miss" Clous
Wabes ft Teddy
Redford ft Antoinette
Paml ft Greg
Trad ft Mike
The Sfay Puff Marshmallow «The Grlnch
Kell ft Dove the Dewer
Sheri ft Mike
C(h)rlstl' ft Pi Kopp'
Magda Fagda ft the Little Man
Kim and Eric, the young man
Jinglebell Gina ft Blitzen "Bailes"
Lynners ft Crum
Whales and Scott
Kristi ft Pete
"A" ft "zero-zero"
Jim ft Betsy
Brian Mistle ft Tammy Toe
Jolly ole Jeffery ft Greta
Jingle John ft his 111 elf!
Teenster 8 Shotglass
Heat-Mi zer Hardy 8 his HOT Little Ball of Fire I

Voder the Mistletoe
8
December 3. l* *
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Present this coupon and
receive any single cassette
or LP up to $9.98 value for
$6.99. Coupon not valid
with other offers.

U ANY
m COMPACT
0 DISC
Present this coupon and
receive any single album
compact disc for $11.99.
Coupon not valid with
other offers.
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EXPIRES 12/16/88
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Jg "Your Music Library" 9
JP'N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION OF COMPAC DISCS jj^

Gift
Certificates
available in
any amount
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403 S. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/FINDLAY

128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/B.O.

OPEN 7 DAYS

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT TONGHT AND TOMORROW
Mon.-Thurt. 10 om-9 pm Mon.-Thun • om-10 pm
Frl.-Sof. lOom-lOpm
Frl.-Sat. * am-12 pm ,
Sundays Noon-5 pm
Sundays 11 am-7 pm
*jjjfi

Sports
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Falcons face first road test
Look to beat Youngstown State for third win ot year
by Brian Hollcnbeck
sports reporter

"I think it is important for
our confidence that we get
a win on the road early."
-Jim Larranaga, men's
basketball coach

hne<
has answered many questions in their first
two homes games. They have displayed an
up-tempo style of game and have shown, in
contrast to preseason predictions, they can
win.
The Falcons are 2-0 with wins over Siena
and Defiance, but Saturday they will have
another question to answer. Can they win on
the road?
The Falcons travel to Youngstown to face
the Youngstown State Penguins in the
squad's first road game of the year. Head
coach Jim Larranaga said the first road
game of any season is important for a team.
"Your first road game of the year always
presents a whole new set of circumstances,"
Larranaga said. "I think it is important for
our confidence that we get a win on the road
early."
Youngstown State is currently embedded
in a 15-eame losing streak which extends
back to January 19th, when they knocked off
Morehead State. The Penguins are currently
0-2 this season with losses to Minnesota and
Clarion State.
Penguin head coach Jim Clemons said this
season is a rebuilding year because of his

Gregory

Larranaga

squad's excess of youth.
"Right now, I'm very confused about this
team, Clemons said. "This team is extremely young and our players haven't
played together very much. So right now.
I'm still trying to learn what we can do and
what we cannot do."
Even with the losing streak hanging over
his program like a dark cloud, Clemons
hasn't lost his sense of humor.
"With Bowling Green's guards (Joe Gregory and DarrelTMcLane)
playing so well, it
rrellMcLane) playing!
is going to be very difficult for us to beat
them," he said. "I think for us to be able to
win Saturday, we need their guards to get
sick on the way to the game or something
like that.
"One thing Bowling Green can expect,
though, is for us to play hard and be enthusiastic. We may not be executing as well
as we should be, but at least I can be sure our

thinks you're

TCRRIFIC
HflV<E A GR€flf CHRISTMAS BR€AK

"Youngstown State is a very athletic team
and is a very similar team to us In that they
are very young," Larranaga said. "We
match up very well with them, and I think if
we play well we should be alright. It should
make for a very interesting baligame."
With the Falcons off to a quick start, Larranaga said he feels the team's morale is
very good right now.
"I think being 2-0 at this stage has to build
confidence," he said. "We had an excellent
win against Siena, who turned right around
and knocked off Pittsburgh two nights after
played them and then went into Florida
lost to a very talented Gator team by
only four points."

Walsh places team
in front of Heisman

PUBLICITY • OUTDOOR REC. • GAMES
fUJjjj-g)

kids will give 100 fer
percent.''
Li
be doesn't expect an easy
gaii
ame in Youngstown, but rather a difficult
test for his Falcons.

CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) —
If University of Miami quarterback Steve Walsh goes one for
two Saturday, he will be happy.
Despite an outstanding year,
Walsh expects to be an also-ran
when the Heisman Trophy win-

Don't have a Secret Santa? Choose your own!

Secrei Santa

ner is announced in New York.
But he hopes to be a winner
when the second-ranked Hurricanes conclude their regular
season Saturday night against
Brigham Young.
"It's not a matter of life or
death if I win the award," Walsh
said. "It is a matter of life and
death if we win or lose football
games, though."
Oklahoma State's Barry Sanders is favored to win the Heisman, and Walsh said the junior
running back deserves it. But
Walsh has compiled Heisman-

by Andy Woodard
sports editor

The Bowling Green
women's basketball team,
which has passed all its test
with flying colors so far this
season, will get its biggest
challenge of the year today.
The Falcons, 3-0, travel to
Champaign, 111., to play in the
Illini Classic at the University
of Illinois.
BG opens with ViUanova,
which has made the NCAA
tourney the past three
seasons, at 6 p.m. C.S.T (7
p.m. E.S.T.). Host Illinois
(1-2) plays Iowa State (2-0) at
approximately 8 p.m. C.S.T.
The championship and consolation games are scheduled
for 2 and 4 p.m. C.S.T. Saturday.
"With the caliber of teams
we're going to play, we'll
have to be ready, said Falcons head coach Fran Voll.
"Villanova will definitely be a
stiff challenge for us."
BG, coming off an 88-60 rout
of Akron at Anderson Arena
Wednesday night, has made
the NCAA tournament the
past two years. One of its
three wins was an 81-71 decision at Northwestern, which
is expected to be one of the
better teams in the Big 10 this
year.
Villanova, which has had
five-straight 20-win seasons,
is led by point guard Helen
Koskinen. The 5-Ioot-8 junior
scored 15 points in the Wildcats' season-opening 56-46
loss at Temple Tuesday.
The top player off the bench
is 5-7 sophomore Sandy Litkenhaus, who scored 11 points
and had three assists against
the Owls.

D See Walsh, page 11.
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Despite the Wildcats' success in recent years, head
coach Harry Perretta said
this season will be a mystery.
The loss of Lisa Angelotti, the
1967-88 Big East Player of the
Year who averaged 19.2
points per game, leaves many
question marks, he said.
"We don't have the dominate player we've had for the
past several years," Perretta
said. "And without that dominate player, it'll take a
total team effort for us to
duplicate our past success."
The second game features
two teams which hope to improve upon last year.
Illinois made the NCAA
tournament in 1986 and 1987
(when it beat BG 80-64), but
dropped to 9-19 overall and
into ninth place in the Big 10
last season.
Leading the Fighting Illini,
which lost to No. 1 Tennessee
in their opener, is 5-11 senior
forward Dee Dee Deaken
with a 16.7 ppg average and
5-10 sophomore guard Sarah
Sharp at 13.3 ppg.
Iowa State, which finished
13-14 overall and in seventh
place in the Big 8 last year,
owns home wins over Arizona
(71-61) and Creighton (81-70)
this season.
Leading the way for the Cyclones is 6-1 junior guard
Venessa Ward, who averages
18 ppg, and 6-3 senior center
Carmen Jaspers, who scored
23 points against Creighton.
□ See Cagers, page 10.

Tankers
host own
invite
After finishing a difficult
November slate, including
strong showings against Kenvon
and Eastern Michigan two
weeks ago, the Bowling Green
swim teams begin their December schedule by hosting the
fourth-annual BGSU Invitational today and Saturday at Cooper Pool.
For the women — who will
compete against Cleveland
State, Kenyon, Oakland (Mich.)
and Xavier — the meet is the
only chance of the month to
swim against other schools. The
men — who face Cleveland
State, Toledo, Wright State and
Xavier — have only a dual meet
against Toledo before 1989 arrives.
Last year, the Falcon men
garnered top honors in the Invitational, while the women took
second-place.
While the tankers have held
their own so far this season,
head coach Brian Gordon is not
necessarily looking for the FalQ See Tankers, page 9.
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high 17 points against the
Zips. "But we're confident
because we've started out
perfect (record-wise)."

by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

THE FUNDRINKERY
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inois tourney
awaits cagers

clues In

Publish your clues in the special
Secret Santas classification
of the classifieds any day from
November 29 thru December 8
Secret Santas will reveal themselves
in the last BG News of the semester
Friday, December 9
• 214 west Hall
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Doug... & Stevie
Jim...& Sue
Jason...& Julie
Arvin...& April
Ryan...& Julie
Jackie...& David
Tim...& Christine
Tony...& Becky
Ken...& Karen
Jamey...& Chris
Jon... & Jen
Paul...& Mary
Goathead...& The Fox
Dave...& Dawn
Mark...& Missy
Dog...& Homeslice
Jason...& Dizzy Blonde '
Blake...& Date
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Falcons
/J
travel to play/
Bulldogs j

Gymnasts to tumble in Colorado

have given-up the most goals
in the CCHA. FSU has allowed 73 goals. 12 more than
any other CCHA team. The
defense is led by a pair of
seniors — captain Randy
Robertson (3-4-7) and Dean
Davies (0-7-7).
GOALTENDING Marc Feliclo was named CCHA
"Player of the week" for his
showing against Lake Superior last weekend. He stopped
36 shots in Saturday's contest,
and snubbed LSSU sniper
Mike de Carle on a penalty
shot in the 8-2 FSU triumph.
Mike Williams has shared
equal time this season, and is
likely to see action.
THE FALCONS:
OFFENSE: The Falcons
looks to establish a more consistent offensive attack starting tonight. BG, which traditionally boasts a potent
scoring punch, has been on
and off this season. Cocaptain Greg Parks leads the
league in overall scoring with
30 points. He is followed Nelson Emerson (9-17-26) and
PierrickMaia (11-9-20).
DEFENSE: BG's blue line
is anchored by the steady
senior tandem of co-captain
Alan Leggett and Thad Rusiecki. When offensive production is needed by the defenders, Kevin Dahl (3-10-13)
and Rob Blake (1-11-12) can
be called on for their play
making skills.
GOALTENDING: Paul
Connell has seen the most action of late between the pipes
for the Falcons. He posts a 5-5
and a 4.09 goals
Rod Schulter and John de- record
average. John Burke
Pourcq, who each have 15 against
Is a capable back-up with a
points, must produce.
DEFENSE: The Bulldogs 3-2 record and a 5.47 GAA.

WHAT: The Bowling Green
Falcons versus the Ferris
State Bulldogs in ice hockey.
WHERE: Both games are
at the Ewigleben Ice Arena in
Big Rapids, Mich. (2,5731.
WHEN: Today and Saturday with both games slated to
begin at 7:30 p.m.
COVERAGE: Listeners
can pick-up the action on
radio stations WBGU (88.1
FM) or WFOB (1430 AM).
SERIES: BG holds a 28-10-1
edge in the rivalry which began during the 1978-79 season.
The Falcons won all six encounters against the Bulldogs
last season, including two victories in the opening round of
the CCHA tournament.
RECORDS: At this Juncture, the Bulldogs own a 5-8-1
record both in the CCHA and
overall. FSU is currently in
sixth place in the league and
hold a point lead over seventh
Elace BG (CCHA 5-7, overall
•7)THE COACHES: After
three years, FSU's John Perpich owns a 36-55-6 record. In
his 10th year, BG's Jerry
York has compliled a
238-138-16 mark.
THE BULLDOGS:
OFFENSE: FSU lost its
leading scorer, Andy Black,
in last weekend's contest
against Lake Superior. Black,
who had scored nine goals
and added seven assists for 16
points, will be sidelined for
the rest of the season with
ligament damage to his right
knee. With the loss Black,

THE MOVIE
Sine* you can't see them LIVE
don't miss the movie. Presented to
yoo In 4 channel stereo surround sound.
Sat
Sun.
Frl.
2:00,4:00,7:15,
2:00,4:00
7:15,9:15,11:15
9:15,11:16
7:15,9:16

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
CONGRATULATES OUR DECEMBER
GRADUATES
£LJ~tk Ku.
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BEST OF LCICK

by Man Schroder
sports reporter

A young and promising Bowling Green women's gymnastics
team travels to the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs to
compete in the Rocky Mountain
Open Saturday.
Head coach Charles Simpson's squad, which consists of
six freshmen and seven sophomores, will be facing mostly
Division H schools in the likes of

Northern Colorado and the Air
Force Academy. The lone Division I competition will come
from Iowa State University.
Since Mid-American Conference rules prohibit regularseason meets from starting before Jan. 1, the meet will not
count in the final standings for
the Falcons. The team does look
to the trip, though, as an opportunity to gauge their progress
with other schools.
"We're really looking forward
to this meet so we can see how

Tankers.
D Continued from page 8.
cons to capture finishes similar
tolastyear.
"Last year, we prepared for
this meet as u it was one of the
most important ones of the
semester, Gordon said. "After
swimming against teams like
Michigan and Kenyon this
season, we're placing less emC' sis on this meet compared to
year."
The meet carries more importance for the Falcons' guests,
Gordon said.
"For other teams, this is the
big meet of the semester. Cleveland State is even resting and
shaving for it," he said.
Because of this, Gordon said
BG's team score will be secondary "as long as we swim well."

According to Gordon, the twoweek break did not affect the
team physically or mentally. By
continuing their training over
break on an Individual basis,
BG's 55 swimmers gained only a
combined 20.5 pounds of weight
from their Thanksgiving feasts.
Such an accomplishment is
indicative of the teams' positive
attitude toward the season, Gordon said.
Leading the women into action
this weekend are Andrea
Szekely and Shari Williams, who
were both double winners in
each of the Falcons' last two
meets. The men look for Rich
Foster, Brian Dickman and diver Michael Poindexter to maintain their winning performances
from two weeks ago.

"This is kind of a warm-up
meet for us. We're looking to
gain confidence from it."
-Kim Eddings, BG gymnast

"It (practice) has been real
we compare to other teams at
this point in the year," Simpson hard on them, but we're farther
along now than we were at this
said.
The team is optimistic as well. point last year." Simpson said.
The team will have to be at
"This is kind of a warm-up
meet for us." sophomore Kim their best when the regular
Eddings said. "We're looking to season starts because their
schedule features some tough
gain confidence from it."
The Falcons have been warm- opponents early — Ohio State,
ing up quite a bit since earl v fall. Michigan State, Kentucky and
They started workouts during Pittsburgh.
BG's MAC schedule begins
the second week in September
and are practicing up to five Jan. 15 at home against Kent
State.
days a week.
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HOLIDAY PARTY
SATURDAY, DEC. 3
DEEP SIX LIVE

LOCATED IN HARSHMAN'S BASEMENT
Co Sponsored by RSA

Make sure the batteries in
your smoke detector work

Campus

Open 11:00 a.m. to 2K» a.m. Sun.-Wed.
Open 1KB a.m. to 3:00 a.m. Thurs., Fri.. Sat

Pollyeyes
• live Music Wed. thru Sat
• Over 80 Imported Beers
• Slices of Pizza Available for Delivery $1.50

...........--T.———-—4
$9.50

$12.50

DOUBLE PIZZA
DOUBLE PIZZA
Jlwo 12 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas ■Two 14 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas!
Extra Item* $1.20 A $16.00 Value
Extra rum* 90- A $12.80 Valu*
POLLYEYES PIZZA
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
■
440 E. Court Street
352-9638
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY
FREE DELIVERY

F—Wlo

,

P

T" "FREE POP

With Any
Large Sub. Burrito,
One Quart of Coke ,"
Or Large Salad
(Chef, Veg., Taco or Turkey)
! Extr.Itim.Jl.20 A $10.00 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
POLLYEYES PIZZA
=440 E Court Street 352-9638 440 E Court Street 352-9638
FREE DELIVERY
i
FREE DELIVERY

Res
ume
(Laser type)"

(Typeset type)'

Choose a quality typeset resume from

UniGmphics
211 West Hall
372-7418

New Year's Ei/e with an Alpha Xi
at.

Lisa & Craig
Missy & Chris
Amy & Randy
Leslie & Jim

Amy & Jim
Amy & Steve
Karmen & Scott

Sarah & Joe
Cheryl & Dirk

Laura & Chris
Mindy & Ken
Rona & John

Amy & Dan
Robin & Jeff

Jen & Kevin
Debbie & Andy

Teresa & Sean
Laurie & John
Abby & Scott
Gabby & Howards

Michelle & Jim
Debby & Chuck

Jen & Craig
Trayce & Todd
Jennifer & Andrew

./si

Diana & Joe
Tina & Woody
Chrys & Dale
Julie & Andrew

Shelly & Mike
Sarah & Steve
Kathy & Chris

Kristen & Rob
Deborah & Michael

i

Stephani & Dean
Terri & Sean

Jenny & Chris
Becky & David
Kris & Dan
Monica & John

Bobbie & Danny

Melissa & Dan

Amy & Brian

Shannon & Tom
Christi & Tony

Connie & Tim
Kristi & Dave
Kristina & Pat

Kelly & Jim
Toni & Tom
Karen & Bill

Sbawnie & Tim

Debbie & Marks
Renee & Nate
Vana & Scott
Lisa & Jeff
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Hard work pays off for BG's Arthur
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

Chad Arthur

THE BG NEWS
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When the going gets tough, the
tough get going.
if s a cliche that everyone has
heard many times before, but
one that Chad Arthur has chosen
to model his hockey play after
for the past four years.
It's only natural that a player
of this stature would prefer to
play on the short-handed team.
"I take a lot of pride in playing
on the penalty killing team,' he
said. "Certain players prefer
playing five on five or on the
power play, I like playing on the
short-handed unit.
It's this style of hard-nosed
hockey that has earned the West
Dundee, 111., native the praise of
his coach.
"Because of his ability to really check well, he is often on the
ice when the opposing team's

^ A **&. A
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A Country Craft Show & Sale
Sponsored by the Wood County Fair Board
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Wood County Junior Fair Building
W. Poe Rd., Bowling Green, OH

"I take a lot of pride in
playing on the penalty killing
team. Certain players prefer
playing five on five or on the
power play, I like playing on
the shorthanded unit."
-Chad Arthur, BG hockey player
best players are out there,"
Bowline Green head coach
Jerry York said. "His strength
is hard nosed, knock 'em down
style hockey, he is the type of
player that can change the game
By swallowing the other teams
good offensive players.
"If he played football, he
would most definitely be a linebacker, because he would make
the big plays from the defensive
side oftne ball."
Football was one of the sports
Arthur competed in as a youngster. He was an exceptional
football and baseball player and
competed in these sports up until his freshman year in high
school. But there was no contest
when he chose hockey at a young
age"I first had an interest in
hockey at the age of either seven
or eight," Arthur said. "I happened to see it on television and
thought I might want to try it, so
I Started taking skating lessons
atthePolardome."
For a youngster in the United
States to get involved in youth
hockey, it takes a lot of time and
effort on the part of the parents
in order for this to happen. No
parent was more willing to help
their cliild than Bob Arthur, who
has not missed a single game
since Chad first started playing
ftBG.
"It was always his choice on
what sport he wanted to play
and I always stood behind his

decision," Bob Arthur said. "I've had a great pleasure watching him grow into the type of
player he is today."
This type of fatherly influence
may have been what produced
the drive that possesses Chad
Arthur.
"He didn't really influence
what I was going to do," Chad
Arthur said. "What he did do
was he didn't allow me to slack
off at all, he wouldn't let me accept being second, not to the
point that ne drove me into the

Chad Arthur skates toward the Ohio State goal in a game last season.

Cagers

Preferred Properties
835 High St.

a Continued from page 8.
FALCONS NOTES: Sophomore forward Heather Finfrock didn't dress for the Akron game. She sprained her
ankle in practice earlier this
week. Voli said she is expected to play in the tournament.
... Eleven of the team's 12
players scored against the
Zips. The exception — fresh-

352-9378

Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

Adults $1.00
Children free with Adult

Free Parking
Lunch Available

Sound, however. He always
Id me that whatever I chose to
do he would help me.
"My biggest decision was
when I decided to play in Stratford."
Like any teenager, the first
move away from home is always
the toughest and this was no
different for Chad Arthur.
"I was a little apprehensive
about going to play there," he
said, 'because they are close,
people don't think that Canada is
different from America, but it
is."
It wasn't that hard of a move
for Chad Arthur when he chose
to attend Bowling Green over
Northeastern, which was the
other school that was interested
in him. It basically came down
to location.
"It was between being able to
drive home or having to fly
home," he said.
In a week in which the Falcons
prepare for Ferris State, it was
easy for Arthur to reminisce

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

because his first game was also
against the Bulldogs.
"I can still remember my first
game as a Falcon, I was on the
same line with Jamie Wansbrough, and I was playing a lot,"
he said.
But his biggest moment while
wearing a BG uniform came last
season, when he scored the
game-winning goal against Lake
Superior of the championship
contest in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Associationplayoffs.
Even though Chad Arthur isn't
known for his offensive tenacity,
scoring only 17 goals in his career, ne is still respected by
many coaches around the CCHA
— none more so than Frank Anzalone from Lake Superior.
"Arthur almost did it to us
again," Anzalone said following
Lake Superior's 5-4 overtime
victory against BG earlier this
year. "He always plays tough
against us and seems to make
things happen when he's on the
Chad Arthur picks up most of
these type of goals through hard
work and constant effort.
"Chad is at his best when he is
playing the body and playing
aggressively," York said.
U is this type of play that interested the Montreal Canadiens. They drafted the manufacturing engineer major in the
10th round of the 1985 National
Hockey League draft. Even
though he is owned by an NHL
team, Chad Arthur still is realistic about his chances.
"I would like to take a chance
at the NHL, it would be nice to
be paid back for the dues that
you've put into it," Chad Arthur
said, "rm fortunate enough that
my father owns his own business
and I can contribute to his business."
man walk-on Liann Schick,
who didn't attempt a shot. ...
Freshmen Cathy Koch and
Katie McNulty tallied eight
and five points, respectively,
against Akron. Both marks
were season highs. ... Sophomore Wanda Lyle, a propostion 48 casualty last year,
scored five points — her first
career points — against the
Zips.
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December 3, 1988
Whose mistletoe will
you be under ?
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Reds sell out
home opener
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Cincinnati Reds' April 3, 1989,
opening day game against the
World Champion Los Angeles
Dodgers has been sold out, the
club announced late Thursday
"This is the earliest sellout in
the history of Riverfront Sta-

dium, and probably the club's
history," said Jim Ferguson,
vice president for publicity.
He said 13.000 tickets were
sold over the counter and
through ticket agencies in Ohio,
Kentucky and Indiana on
Thursday.

Walsh.
a Continued from page 8.
caliber statistics — 213 completions in 354 pass attempts for
2,878 yards with 28 touchdowns
and only 10 interceptions.
Because of the BYU game,
Walsh can't be on hand for the
Heisman announcement. But his
father and 15-year-old brother
will be.
"I never really made the Heisman my main goal," said
Walsh, a junior. "It hasn't been
on my mind all season, and it
won't be when they present the

trophy."
Walsh led Miami to the
national championship last
year, but he began this season as
a longshot for the Heisman, partly because the school decided
against promoting him heavily
for the award. That was fine
with Walsh.
"It's ironic that Barry Sanders, who this year really had no
preseason publicity, more than
likely will win the award,"
Walsh said. "That's the attitude
we have down here — you have

to go out on the field and prove
it.
"We're not going to spend
thousands of dollars on campaigns trying to promote somebody. We'll be on national TV
enough times during the season
so if you go out on the field and
show that you're a great player,
you'll probably win the award.
Quarterbacks Troy Aikman of
UCLA and Rodney Peete of
Southern Cal were preseason
favorites for the Heisman, but
Walsh might finish ahead of
them in this year's balloting.

"Steve got a heck of a lot of attention this year," said Rich
Dalrymple, Miami sports information director. "But he
didn't have the preseason buildup the two guys on the West
Coast had."
Dalrymple said if Walsh
matches this season's performance next year, he will win the
1969 Heisman "going away. I
think it'll be hard for Steve or
Sanders to put up better numbers than they did this year. But
if Steve does, I think he'll be K."

Classifieds
CAMPUS | CITY EVENTS
• DELTASIOAIAPI •"
LOLA AND ERIC WILL
Tie" ONE ON FRIDAY AT
THE DELTA SK1MA PI
TIE A DATE IN 88 DATE
PARTYIII
-HOLIDAY PARTY"
WM to 1st boee aflat aw »i*alletener? Then
come to DRY DOCK lor some Holldey ChMr.
DEEP SIX «■ b* pertormlno live this Saturday
OK. 3rd. Co-eponeored by RSA
Open 6-1 AM No Cover
•HOLIDAY PARTY •

LOST A FOUND
HELPII LO«T: a brown MM lackel al Uptown
on Motown Monday belore Thankaglvlng Sub
aterraal reward w* be given lor information lead
ng lo the recovery ol the lecriet. Cal Janet
363-8628
LOST: Gold bracelet tl downtown area (graduation grit) REWARD Cal days 363-0100 or
eves 693-3822
Lost: Ledlee gold bracelet-diamond cut on one
sue with harrlnobone. Sentimental value. Reward II lound 353-8160

SERVICES OFFERED

•GPNBBig Lot Denmaton
1 lust wanted you to know I think you're the
greeteet Hope you had tun at big breakfast
Lots ol Love.
Your UT Ann
•GPtsB*
•••KAPPA SIGMA •"
Michael Shul,
Get psyched lor tomorrow nlghll It'" be "GOLDEN- night at Santa's Secretl Saturday night's
gorxabeatlgrrl!
Love yet
JENNIFER
•••ALPHA PHI'**
Conorsts to Phi Tsu Scott Ewers on Ms parting to Beth Worthlngton

B.Q.S.U. CLU1 HOCKEY

VS.
UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO ROCKETS
FRIDAY DECEMBER 2, 1988

2 oo PM ea.su. ice

ARENA FREE ADMISSION

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
I1S.00
UnlOrapnka
211 Weet HaM 372-7416

■OSU Comg« RepubUcene wtl mMt TuM.
Dec 6 st 7:30 PM 220 Mem So*** PIMM
attend tnts meeting.
COMEDY NNHT 'COMEDY NIOHT
Do you went to have torn* good lauohe? Th»n
com to DRY DOCK Friday Dec 2nd. and Hugh
with 4 lb* oomedieria from 10-12 pm The D.J.
«* M tpmnlng the tone* from 9-10 PM men
again from 12-1 AM
Open »• 1AM No Cover
Located In Hararmans Baaement
COMEDY NIOHT ' COMEDY NIOHT
DO TWO GET ONE FREE
LOOK FOR OUR COUPON IN
BOSU PHONE DIRECTORY
KIRKS COIN LAUNDRY
70S S MAIN

Abortion, Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Cnolce
Canter lor Choice II
Toledo, OH 265-7768
Babysitter Available
We're leaving B Q. and would i*s to lind s nice
family to teke our super babysitter, tus or part
time Cal evenings 3530802
For al your typing needs
A-Z Data Center
362-6042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express, UPS.
A-Z DATA CENTER 3524042

Congrstu-tlons to Cindy Rongett on her XO • PI
Kapp lavsHertng to Max Myers
Love,
Your CM Omega Sisters
DAN STARK.
Grab your things 6 get reedy to go
Between 6:30 J 7:00 your date «* show
We w. begm at 831,
So be prepared lor a lot ol tun!
Tomorrow is the night, and
as you say "EVERYTHINO WILL BE ALlPsOHTI"
I hope you are excited
because Sams vri be there,
Al Alpha PhlX-maa Crush
We win be s great pejrlll
L.C.
DEAR RAOQEDY ANN:
Please arlth Tracy Lynn Cottle
Good Luck on her P.otlclanc, Teat this Sat.
Wa both know she'll be lammln'
Lore, Teddy Bear - D

Enter NOWI
Amnesty International la sponsoring
a Christmas Tree Ornsment contact.
The theme tor the ornaments should be
"Cerebrate Human Rights!"
Design sn ornament Abe eligible to.
prliesl
Lea** ornament with name, address
.ndphonenolnOCMBSMO
Winners announoad on December I
AS ornaments will be displayed on
our tree In the Union Lobby!

Need a Paper Typed?
Word Processing tor personal or bustneeo use.
Cal Linda al 364-2857 Leave Message
Papers Typed Anytime
372-6785
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWUNG GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
8UPPORTIVE SERVICES

HCYUAAeral
STUFFING SATURDAY Is upon usll Help slutt
Areas week survival kits. Saturday December
3rd, starting at 9 30 AM
Pet-People Photos with Santa
Sat. 10:00-2:00 Blue Ribbon Photo
167 N. Main
Al Proceeds benefit
The Wood County Humane Society
$10.00 per set

PERSONALS

Pro Christmas Sale
Nrjw to Progress
FaKon House Sporting Goods
123 S. Mom
Downtown BG
352-3610

The French House _■ hsvs a Free Film DoubteFeeture of Jean da Fkxette and Manon dee
Sources It al starts at 6.00 tonight There wtl
be Engeeh SubdBee and ALL ARE WELCOME!
SoyeiLal
The Saturday Itoeraaelon Program
tor Youth with OlaabMtM
wC hold Ha next program on
SATURDAY, DECEMBER J
Pteese meet at 10:46 amet the
ICE ARENA
Don't toroet our special X-mas party
(courtesy ol Kappa Delta Phi)
Good Luck to al volunteers taking
the Protlctency Examl
YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO
A BAHA'I FIRESIDE
A Fireside can be a brief presentation of the
Banal Faith, an Informal and open discussion
exploring locate of Ihe FoMl. a musical preeen
tatton. or rust an everang tor getting acquainted
Come Investtgsts the youngest ol the world's
independent retgione « the comfort of a home
setting, free from the pressure ol proeerytmng
1 st snd 3rd FPiOAYS, 7:30 PM
Home ol Jim and Vtoky Corbrfl
640 Pearl SI . B G
362-7877 (tor a ridel

$6 00 OH with this
coupon at The Wave
353-WAVE
With Kim Only

••CATlWlT^E••
You mat Doug end knew
he was the one.
You shared with ram your
thoughts and dreams
Now thee* dreams have
come true, you're gong to marry haul
Only wtth our permission, ol course 1
We/re ao happy tor your engagement
CongraruWtona. Love, your PI Phi Roomlee,
Carrie. Sue, Kate S Cathy

CongretueMions to Debra Sue Krank
and John Soleckl on their engagement
Love,
Your Cra Omega Sisters

DELTA TAU DELTA
Fraternity Football Champsl
The Brothers would also Hie to
congratulate Dan Carmody and Chad
Steele lor their newly elected IFC
positions ol VP ol Membership Development » VP ol Rush, respectively

Do you want your Christmas wishes to come
true? Santa, Mrs Ctaus. and the ervae wD be
vtemng al happy hours tonight. Tel them your
Christmas 1st as you buy them a drink because
We*. Wink. Wink. Santa needs a drink!
Don't be a grtnchl
Be one of the kjekywho's to party with the
ATO'e and the are m Datepartyvlle. Be M
Ihe ATO house Saturday at 8 00 and be ready
to have a night you'I be ready to have a night
you a never target or never remember
Doug Port Mann
Chnetmee Crush Is almost here.
The bast Unas m the Land
II be waiting lor you there
With my Teddy In my hand!
See you soon,
Your Sacral A-ChHD

DU Don 'The Stomach' Eberle DO
Winner ol the Bg Boy Eating Contest
We're dam proud ol you.
Brothers ol Delta UpsUon

DU JASON 'HULK JR.' KULLMAN DU
OJSKJRATULATIONS ON WINNING
INTRAMURAL WRESTLING
The Brothers ol DELTA UPSILON
PS. 'Jaaon, use your wreetsn' moves!'

••• ANNIENICOLA"*
Marine Says "Two totters are better
rhanmreeH"

■Kappa Srg-Alpha Phi-Kappa Slg-Alpha
PW
Terry.
I hope yoyu gel el of your work done
because Saturday night wH be loads ol tun'
We wa atari the evening at 831,
but wan. date party has jusi begun
Be ready to party with many an Alpha Phi
But especlely one, end that la me
So, get to that computer or you wont sea
Who your Alpha Phi Secret Santa dels wt) bell
—Your Alpha Pis Secret Santa
(Can you guees who?)

Enter NOWt
Amnesty International la sponsoring
s Chrlstmss Tree Ornament contest
The theme tor the omementa should
be: "Celebrtale Human PJghtal"
Design an ornament and be eligible
torprlreet
Lam ornament with name, address
and phone no. In OCMB 4749
Winners announced on December S
All ornaments will be displayed on
our tree In the Union Lobby!

••• DELTA SIGMA PI ••
-PAULA BWLFELTWe're drinking I've got the "aweeta". What
saw do we need Nothing, jusi you and ma. I
can't wait, because I have the beet date Let's
go Tie a Date m'88
"^
LOVE.
Kevin
•••ZtT-ATO-"
•SCREW SCROOGE •
•COME PARTY*
• ZBT-ATO DATE PARTY *
• SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3'
WELCOME ALPHA OMICRON PI TO BG
ROOM 203 ZBT

KIRK A PAT
KD Ski Lodge wtl be so great.
ITS eknoat hare and we met cant wait
There! be singing and dancing and lots to lun,
Al because our dates are No. 11
Wendy « Kendra

• • -ANNIE NICOLA t KEN RHJOV ■ ■
CongratulaKons on your recent
Sigma Chi lavalerlng
Glad we were the Brat to know, but did It have to
be at 2:00 AM
Tracy a Colleen
• •Under the Mistletoe with an AXO" •
• ■ Under the MieBetoe with en AXO ' ■
• 'Under the Mistletoe with an AXO* *
T7EVER WONDER WHAT MISTLETOE CAN
DOT?
DATE PARTY
AXO
•ADPI* ADPI* ADPI*
Matthew and Robert.
Mistletoe Mash Is the name
Rule No 6 is the game
The Grlnch w« begin al 8 on the dot
Gel ready tor a great night-oh ao hot
This w* Mom the ntght ao fancy
Wrth your ADPI dates, Lort and Nancy!
•ADPI • ADPI • ADPI*

land 2 Bed
LOFTS
AreA eaatiUFor
SPfUNG SEMESTER
Mow you order your Loft
Option 1 -cal 362-3836 9-5 Mon-Frl
For a man ragletretlon lorm
Option 2-Skjn up M The Unrv. Union
Fcrt Room on the 3rd Itoor The Loft
Scheduling Display w* be open
Dec. 6,8.7,8.9. Jen 10-3 (9-5)
•FREE DELIVERY •
For Mora mlormeoon Cal
LoflCorratructlon
600 Lehman Ave., 419-352-3836
1 eas Falcon Marching Band Tape
ON SALE NOW!!!
Only M (phis S1 H melled)
Order through the University Band Office
By December 151! Call 372-2116
A—
HAPPY ANNIVERSARYI The past lour months
have been the most wonderful months ol my
He. May they continue and be even more wonderful.
Lovaya.
D.J.
ADPI • Data Party • ADPI
Gary,
The semester's ending soon
And then youl have to dash
Eut (mat wol both have lun
At rrieMlstletoe Mash
Get psyched tor Saturday!
-Wendy

LORA
•HOLIDAY PARTY*
Went to let loose after the Ptoltotancy? Then
come toORY DOCK lor some Hohday Cheer.
DEEP SIX wtl be performing *ve Iras Saturday
Dec. 3rd. Co-aponeored by RSA
Open 9-1 AM No Cover
Located in Harshman's Basement
• HOLIDAY PARTY*
• Kappa Sigma • Dona Zeta"
JEFFYSEARSON
Tonight Is going to be a blast.
The Dee Zee date petty a here at last!
Its a Choree Brown Chrlatmae, don't you know.
To dance and party wa wl go.
And maybe anger under the mletleloe!
Get paychadl Your DZ Oate tovee youl

AOPI-Mm AOPI
-health, good luck on exams and have happy
hceday! You and i .1 celebrate on JANUARY
311
Love, Your roomie!
AM Curtis
Welcome back lo BG!
I'm ao glad you're hare.
"Get pyeched" tor a lantaatlc weekend
Hove you!
Heidi
Attention GAMMA PHI'S
Be st the house at 7:00 tor
» Night In the Lltsot
Gamma Phi Beta
There rs a special sislsrhood planned
tor you!
ATTENTION SNOWBUNNIES.
It's snowing and blowing outside, the lemperrture Is 10 below end B.G. winds era at
their peak. Lei me warm things up. Male
Dancer. For Into., cell 364-3136
ERIC BLUE and CHRIS DePEROW
Santa's Secret is olmoet here.
Get psyched lor tun and lots ol beer
WrmaSkjEp,aThelsChi.and2AlphaPhls
You can't go wrong,
We"l mrx our drtnka end make them strong.
Together we al wl have e Meet.
And we hope the memories ol thie night wul last
Love. Pern and Brlcjitte

Alpha PM Tom "Maddog" Alpha Phi
On a scavenger hunt you will go
WHh other Phi dates that you might not know
But be e sport hs»e eome lun
Because I'll be there when your hunt Is done.
This date perty wM be Ms s dream
Cause a Phi and a Chubbar makes a great
teem.
Your secret data can't wall tor tomorrow
mght
So, gel excited Tom H wM be out ol sight.
Lose???
ALPHA SIGMA PHI:
THE QRINCH PARTY
THE QRINCH PARTY
IS HEREI SATURDAY
NIGHT CHRISTMAS PARTYI

• DELTA SIGMA PI-•
Here's to Brother Ron.. BrotherRon...
Are you ready to have run?
We are going 10 hove a blast'
Gtod you're my Tye Dye Date in '88!

Ann, Back, Jen. KM 4 Meg:
Why do we always have the moat boring road
trips? We need che. beer A men) it you accomodate us, we'll accomodste you! Whet do
you mean this Is s nonalcohosc laSr? Where's
Drackett Tower? Can we borrow your curing
son? TMs Is your RA? ire 2 00. wa better
etartdrtnklngl No crying or pocking snowed'
Beck, why ere you standing on a crate? The
road trip contract COCKROACHItt's 2.30. we
better Map rJrtnklng! ITS 10.50. I'm engaged!
Ann, buckle your seat bant Thanks lor s tun tlrp'
Can't welt ta MLK weekend!
Love. Lies

ALPHA SKIS ALPHA SKJS
THE QRINCH DATE PARTY
IS SATURDAY I SANTA IS READY
SO YOU BE READY
ATTR BROCK, SLADE, MEL, MARK
CHAD, DAVE. PETE SOON,
EVER WONDER WHAT MISTLETOE CAN DO?
TOMORROW YOU'LL FIND OUT WHAT.
AND WITH WHOIII
DONT FORGET TO MEET AT THE
AXO HOUSE AT 6.00 PM
LOVE. YOUR AXO CHRISTMAS CRUSHES

AXO-RON H.. MKE A_. AND IRIAN* AXO
The time has come tor us to meat,
Go on this search that la reel neat
6:30 Is the time to go toMerk' a place.
To get your next csje. drink M your own pace
Tel the bartender who you are.
Get psyched tor FUN. we re not too rarl
LOVE, YOUR AXO DATES
BETA COOK BETA COOK
THANKS FOR THE GREAT JOB
ON INSPECTION!
YOU'RE THE BEST DEB.
LOVE "YOUR" BOYS.
BETA -TtMOOLUNG- BETA
Hey. Mr "roreeaicnal Skiler -Mogul Madness
has arrived Get psyched to hit the slopes!
GAMMA PHI * LO VE, V AL * GAMMA PHI
BOSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM
Organizational Meeting

Tueeday. December 6
8:00 PM 102 BA
For more Into Cal Ken at 353-3797
BGSU MOM-DAD SISTER-GRANDMA
GRANDPA SHIRTS
JEANS N THINGS
531 RIDGE
Open Unite a 8 00 PM

Cont. on page 12.

From fryers and rorrna to newsletters and letterhead, we've got whet you need to took SUPER
on paper! Sea us tor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Klnkos354-3977

IN THE TWELFTH DAY OF CHRISTMAS
MY TRUE LOVE GAVE TO ME,

UniGraphics Q.

g|^^^Baa^BBj|^_H^^a^^gBgp g University Grophk Rrtl Ssrvkei

Unring your total grophk design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes

• Graphic Design Consultation

• 12 months of benefits • Emergency road service
• Car rental discounts • Expert travel planning
• Fee-free travelers cheques • Great hotel savings
• Triptiks* and Tourbooks* • Toll-free Supernumber*
• Driving tips • Newsletters • Discounts on attractions
WITH A TRIPLE-A GIFT MEMBERSHIP.

. • Posters, Fliers, Newsletters. Brochures

• Black S White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives
Come and experience
the tne eMaalai of Cfcrbjtmu

* lUon. Dec. S - Wod. Dec. 7
10:00 A.M. • 6:00 PM

t

• Word Processing Disks converted for typeset-quality output

When you give an AAA lift membership you /ive all these AAA benefits and many more. For each gift membership you give, AAA will waive the
enrollment fee.' TTut'sa S 10.00 savings! Wrap up the season with
a gift that lasts the whole year through.

AAA Gift Memberships are just $33.00

• LaserWriter output from Macintosh" disks

For more information and INSTANT gift-giving call:

• PC / Macintosh" file conversion

AAA BOWLING GREEN

• Full Typesetting Services

Cot us for further Information

AAA SOUTH TOLEDO

W

414 E. Wooster St.

5106 Heathc-downs Blvd.

352-5276

381-1151

•Offer tood through December II i 19*1
And if you an 63 « Ostler there ta • discount oo your membership.

211 West Hoi

372-7418

Classifieds
Cont. from page 11.
Gamma Phi's
Our sisterhood * something we'll treasure torever-Be »t the house 7 00 tonight lo Urn «i
II
KATHY KOVAC
YOU'RE FAT. YOU'RE UGLY
AND NOW YOU'RE 21II
IT8 ALL DOWNHILL FROM HERE!
HAPPY BRTHDAY FAT OIRLI
LOVE. MIKEY
KKGErlnCurranKKG
CongranJaaona on your ongagomont to Phi Kappa Pal Alum Tan DavU< Baal wiahaa to you
Both'
KKQ Congratuattone KKO
To Kappa Kappa Oamma
footbM team eorority
' Intramural Champa 1088!'
Laurta.
TNala ma highly romantic paraonal mat lays
wo are going to havo tun at ma Delta Sigma PI
Data Party, whathar you Iks It or not.
Love. Matt
LOOPUSBRADSHAW.
IOUESS OUR OPINIONS DIFFER ON WHAT IT
MEANS TO BE A NICE GUY'
SWCERELY, DATE NUMBER 2
PS CAN YOU SAY HYPOCRITE?
LOVING COUPLE WISHES TO ADOPT WHITE
INFANT WE ARE HAPPILY MARRIED AND
HAVE PLENTY OF LOVE AND FINANCIAL SECURITY WE WIX PROVIDE YOUR BABY
WITH A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE EXPENSES
PAID CALL US COLLECT 513-232 8024

MX
Ramambar. It Ka gala YOUdown. II ALWAYS
bo Ihara TO put a MULE on your BEAUTIFUL

MM,
LOVE,

xoxoxo
Mark Gueey and Denny Steers
Hurry up pilots, don't be late.
Board mat plane and depart
ONo State
An hour later youl arrive
HBO..
Greeted at Ihe airport by 2
psyched Alpha PNa
So get ready to party,
pilots Mark* Don.
Because Alphe Phi Chnetmas Cursh
wfl tat M night long!
Love, Sherry a Dab
Mick Payne end Tacoasvery Sunday
Bto1
Eaay Uetenmg Music at Singers Cale
ONCE AGAIN SANTA CLAUS AND HIS
MERRY CORRUPT SAND OF ALPHA SKI ELVERS ARE BLOWING OFF CHRISTMAS SO
THAT THEY CAN 00 TO HAPPY HOURS ON
FRIDAY! HO, HO, HO SANTA IS GONNA
BLOW!
OTTER.
Wei we tnod. but no auch kick
So let's go together, what the Heck!
Your Mistletoe Mash Date •
OPIE

12 ION.WI Dtcmb.! 2,19M

BJ, Are you gonna Do abls lo handle on* laal
night with mo DZ'e?!? Tonight's Oolo Party wB
bo • bowl cauoo I'm the lucky ono who wB bo
wBn you Soo ya tonight' Regme
EXAM SPECIAL $21 95 PER NK3HI
Beat Weetem Falcon Plaza Motel
Study a relax In ma privacy ol
your own room Dec. 4-8411-15
Early ok-tn » sue ck-out. Conimanial
Dreaktaat A tree coffee. Raav.
362-4874 ck-m atudama muat show vatd
I.D. nonemdeme not otgfele
FUl FUI FUl
Scott A Brian
The snow el coming
Chnatmas ia near
Tomorrow's the night
To start spreading the cheer
Wei drink and wel dance
And we'l have Iota of fun
But don't think It's over
For ils only begun'
Kim » Christy
Gamma Phi Gamma Phi
COMEDY NIGHT ' COMEDY NIGHT
Do you want to have some good laughs? Than
coma to DRY DOCK Friday Dec 2nd. and laugh
with 4live comedians Irom 10-12 PM. The DJ.
wel be spinning the tunee from 9-10 PM then
again from 12-1 AM
Open 9- 1 AM No cover
Located in Harshman's Basement
COMEDY NIGHT- COMEDY NIGHT
Brett.
Saturday mghl a almost here
Afler the meet, wel drink much much bear.
Be careful now. your buzz may coma quick
i GD guarantee It wont be ME to get sick
Thai time I won't be Minnie I promise you
11 De there in case you get THE FLU' loo1
I'm looking forward to my klaa under the
mletletoeltwBbeFUNI!
Believe me Tiger. WE have just begun!
Good luck mis weekend
-LOVE MIS
BUSINESS MAJORS: Internships sre svailable
In various business fields in Washington DC for
Summer ol Fa*, including Merrill Lynch. Mltaui.
SEC. PBS-Markeimg, Sheraton. Treasury Dept.
and many others Earn 12-18 BQSU credits,
housing a seanls, scholarships offered. Last
Into seeakma of 1988 Fn Dec 2 si 1:30 or
Wed Dec 7 at 10 AM m the Center lor Acedemtc Options. 231 Admin 3728202
CHI OMEGA ALPHA SIGMA PHI
HO HO HO
THE CHRISTMAS
TEA IS HEREI
GET READY TO ROCK
AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TEA
CM OMEGA.
THE ALPHA SIQS ARE READY
TO ROCK AROUND THE
CHRISTMAS TEA TONIGHT.
CHI OMEGA:
THE CHRISTMAS TEA
IS TONIGHT AT THE
ALPHA MO HOUSE
ARE YOU READY?
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
HAPPY

Perrysburg Inn and Cafe Special Student
Monthly, Weakly Rate. Ill per night. Iiwoom
movies and HBO. 280S4 N. Dixie Highway at
M761 fit 26. 41s-874-»343
PIKE'AXO'PIKE'AXO'PIKE'AXO'PIKE
TO JOHN SON A ANDSCOTT STRUNA
ONLY ONE DAY LEFT TO GO
BEFORE YOU MEET YOUR DATES
UNDER THE MISTLETOEI
WERE REALLY EXCITED
ANO HOPE YOU ARE TOO,
TRY TO START QUESSINO
WITH THIS, YOUR FIRST CLUE....
MEET AT THE AXO HOUSE. SAT AT 8:00 PM
8HARP!
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA CHI DATES???
P»CE,AXO,P«(E-AXO-PIK.E-AXO-PIKE

BIRTHDAY SARAH 'SOURS'
BOWERS
Get peyched tor "Bower's Birthday Bash"
tomorrow nkjhtl Wel do the "GATOR" and get
ao..."we can't wasW • HAH
Love Always,
"Your Pledge Buddy"
Gamma Phi Gamma Pn,
Hey Bowing Green
Oal eat for
SARAH BOWERS BIRTHOAY
Preview Day " Preview Day " Preview Day
Attention Regular and Volunteer Tour Guides
Preview Day No. 2 la Tomorrow, Saturday,
Oecc 3rd Just a reminder lo meet at your
stations aa foeows:
Guides-8:30 AM
<sflMtera-S:15AM
Runners - 7:30 AM
Remember, drees wermly but rxolesslonsayl
See you there!

Do something special for
your special
roommate, mate or pal
this Christmas
Disguise yourself as a

Secret
Santa
and leave clues in
The BG News
Secret Santa Classification
of the classifieds any day from
November 29 thru December 8
Reveal yourself in the last
BG News of the semester
Friday, December 9th
65> per line, 3 line minimum

GREEKS:
DON'T FORGET THE ROCK ALIKE
REGISTRATIONS ARE DUE
ROCK-AUKE ROCK-ALIKE
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
HeyFLOUKOU
Just a note toaayHlandaleomatltoldvouso.
youE.N.S.L
RM
Hey MIKE, lay down and hold my drink Get
peyched for some tun tonight!
Love you, BETH
Hey SARAH BOWERS
"Surprise" it's your birthday
Have e great one
Love. LI Janet
HEYUAAerel
STUFFING SATURDAY la upon uall Heap stuff
finale weak survival kits. Saturday December
3rd starting a! 9 30 AM

• 214 WEST HALL •

Female roommates needed to share 2 bdrm.
apt. UK Included Furn . «. ndry and pool Cal
353-6849
MALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER CLOSE TO CAMPU8-ACROSS
FROM KOHL HALL ON WOOSTER OWN
ROOM! 354-6016

Santa Claus ia coming to town
Alpha Sto Seniors are ready to party

Male roommate needed spring asm Across
trom Ottenhauer Wesl $ 150 s mo. Indudea al
ubTBan, own room. Oil Dave 363-4263

TO THE SEXIEST DELTA TAU DELTA
(you know who you sre-R D K )
HsySaaor,
Thanx lor the beet 2 months of my He I luv you.
youblgdum-dum!

NEED 3 MALES TO SHARE APT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CHEAP RENT! FREE HEAT! CALL
352-5002
Need mala roommate to sublaaaa lor spring.
$145,month Cal 353-5947
Need one female student for second semeeter
for two bedroom four student apartment near
campus 353-6900 or 352-7365

Tony.
Now that your first wish has coma true may i
your other birthday wiahaa be fufflaSd
HAPPY BWTHOAYI
Ease

Need someone to sublease a 2 bedroom apt.
tor spring semester $100 a month pus uWilies 353-7635

HeyWortdl
LAURA MELTON la a
wonderful, awesome, fantastic
Gall Congrats on gong NEO!
We Love You,
Your Big 1 Lyre Buddy
Ho-Ho-Ho
Santa Ctaua

Mrs. an
■MM

Alpha Slg Senior Chrmtmas Night Out
Ho Ho He-Look who's waiting under the rrwtletoe> It's the ADP1 Mktttetoe Mash' Don't get
caught with your leaves down!
IPCO Mak>rs:inlernshlps are available in Washington DC that summer or fas In various communications poeitfone including pubac rekrttona.
guest rotations, writing, etc. Earn 12-16 hours
of credit Houalng avaftable Learn more today
at 1 30 In 231 Admin or cat 372-8202
JEFFHAPPY 21 at BIRTHDAY!
Hope you have fun. And "I'll be ready." (Illhink?) Oh-No. let me guess
Love. Meier*
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Thanks to our Kappa Sigma
tootbel coaches for
a greet season!
KAPPA SIG-GAMMA PHI'KAPPA SKI-GAMMA PHI
Grub. Scotter. Buttslop. Muck-Muck. Wham,
Kenny Loggins. Mr. Ed. Repeat, the King, Boo
Boo, Barney, Cooler. Dugong and Barb's Little
Brother (from out of town)
The weather's turned cold

The snow la here
The slopes are reedy
So grab your ski gear
We'l race and do lumpa

Sklthebumpe.
Keep warm by the fire
and party to our heart's desire
MOGUL MADNESS is tomorrow night
KAPPA SIQ and GAMMA PHI out of sight!
KJmberty, Okie. Bom. Wendy, Kriata Sue.
Nancy, Trade, Karyn. Kathl, Barb. Juke. Amy,
Tracey and Erin

Slg ED-AXO-Slg Ep'AXO'SlgEp'AXO
Slg Epe. Vic. Mark, Dave, Chris & Christian
Get psyched for the 12 hours of Dete Perry
12 hours ol partying
UX-mae Carols
10 Shots ol toques
9 empty gleesee
etrtpstothebethroorn
7 Bars In BG
BPnchersolbeer
SOrunkSlgEpe
4 Helpful clues
3 Hours of preparty
2Santaheta
And an AXO "under the mistletoe!"
Your AXO crush dates sre excited
SK3EP-P1KE-SIGEP-PIKE
PIBM.. Peter M . Kevin M and M'Wheels''
Alpha Phi Christmas Crush
la only a night away
So gel reedy lo celebrate
the t»g holiday
Wel start you on" with a clue
And your AJh pa Phi dales you wll pursue
The night wB be fated
with meny fun times
Only Santa Knows
What the evening wB bring
Were anxiously awaiting
We hope you are too
We can't war) to be found by you.
Love, your Alphe Phi dates
SigmeChl * AlSchuber - Sigma Chi
Sometimes fkedries leed to the best
Now let's see If you can pass
The Gamma Phi lest1
Mogul Medness Is drawing near
It'll be the moat fun we've had al year
Gel ready lo party all of the nlrjh!
Gemma Phi-Sigma Chi. we'l do it up right!
See Ya Soon, Love, Karen
STUFFING SATURDAY'
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC
STUFFING SATURDAY!
9:30 am MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
STUFFING SATURDAYi
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC
STUFFING SATUROAYI
9 30 am MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
STUFFING SATURDAY!
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC
STUFFING SATURDAY!
9.30 am MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
Summer Internships tor AN Majors:
Mem ki Washington DC. asm 12 hours ol
BQSU credit, houalng provided,
scnolsrshipe available. Learn more day at 1 30
in Ihe Cenler lor Academic Opttone. 231 Admin
or cat 372-8202
Tammy HB
Looking lorward lo a great poet-concert party
Love, Thomas
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega would Ike to
congratulate Dan Carter on being chosen
Commander of AFROTC Cadet Group Del 620
ThetaCM'e
Thanks for a great warm-up last night. Looking
forward to our next tee"
Love,
ThePtuMus

Needed 1 male roommate Comer ol 8th a High
lot Spring No Smokers. Cal Steve 3633639

Trlcla Rounds a k a T B M Small
Congraluetftona on your
engagement to Devmi
We love youl

MMgM

Twas the night before dete party and al through
the AXO house. Everyone was stirring to And a
Christmas Crush Under the mistletoe they
snuggled, with visions of that night they've
bean waiting so long lor. Whan what to their
wondering eyes dd appear, but their social
chairman announcing: "Under The Mkiltetoe"
wB aeon be here
UAO PRESENTS
THIS WEEK'S MOVIE
FRIANDSAT
THE BIG CHILL
EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE
UNIVERSITY HALL
8PM, 10 PM AND MIDNIGHT
S1 60 FOR STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF
"SI-00 FOR SENIORS' * WITH ID

UAO PRESENTS
THIS WEEK'S MOVIE
FRIANDSAT
THE BIG CHILL
EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE
UNIVERSITY HALL
8 PM, 10 PM, AND MIDNIGHT
$ 1 60 FOR STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF
••11.00 FOR SENIORS-- WITH ID
Way to go DU Veueyball Teem
DZ-Thets CM Tourney Runner-up!
Doc Oc, Kewy. Bobtol Jean, Fast Eddie, Stork,
Francis X. and the llndtlir.
Thanks to our eoechee.
ZBT- AXO: John and Joe
Only 1 day left and soon you" know
Who your AXO Dates wB be"Under the nHstle-toe'
So-get ready and get set-because
The AXO date party wW be me best yet!' •
From your A-CHI-O dateslll
ZBT-AXO-ZBT-AXO-ZBT-AXO-ZBT-AXO

WANTED
1 female roommate needed for Spring Semester Own room. Close lo campus. Call
353-3174
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE TIL
MAY. NICE 2 STORY APT. VERY CLOSE
CAMPUS. II SO A MO. CALL LORI352-4777
1 female roommate needed for Haven House
Apis Spring Semester-Great Location Can
Teresa at 353-7226
1 female to share a kj. apt. Dishwasher, lofts,
furnished inexpensive but nice. Needed Immediately-you keep the return deposit Cal
353-7738 or 352 3181 i leave message
I male rmte to aubla. apt. 810 5th St Apt. 11.
Needed for Spr 8am. Offering! $50 to take
lease Cal Bruce afler 4pm. 363-4111.
1 male roommate dooporatert" nseded. own
room, quiet, only $140.00 a month. Call
353-4 Hi.

Cal 352-9878

COOL roommate needed to share traitor aval
ASAP. $200 a mo. Ind. utj No Lease! No
smokers passes' 363-4625
Female needed to aufiaaaes furnished apartment for spring semester $ 112 50 a month
Cal Heather at 362-4604

Can you buy Jaaps, Cars. 4x4'a seized In drug
raids tor under $100? Cal tor (sets today.
602-637-3401 ext 299
DOWNHILL SKIS
SIZE 8 NORDICA BOOTS
GOOD CONDITION
$60 363-6807

Needed male for apt. dose to campus with new
carpel A furniture. $143 00 but can make a
deal 363-8218

Hal A Coupon Book For Sale
$30 or beat offer.
Branda 372-5487

ONE MALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE
VILLAGE GREEN APT. SPRING SEMESTER.
NEW CARPET, NEW FURN.. SWIM POOL.
$146 A MO. PLUS UTIL CAL ARTE
353-3378. PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

Cads Cusses Supreme 1B78
V-8-350 Rune Wel $600
352-3630

Responsible non-smoking female needed to
suOkteee Wmthrop Terrace Apt Soring Semeeter. Cal anyarne. 363-6766

PdnaatBaa for Sale Contact Janet st 2-7865
or Randy at 2 7650 Dept Personnel Only

WANTED: 2 FEMALE SUBLEASERS. TO TAKE
OVER SPRING SEMESTER IN LARGE,
NICELY FURNISHED APARTMENT. FIRST
MONTH'S RENT FREE IF INTERESTED, CALL
353-7611. ASK FOR CHRISTINA OH LINDA.
WANTED: 2 nonamolong limlai to luMim 2
bedroom apt. Close to Campus Cal 363-8742
after 5:00
Wanted: One female roommate needed to sublease for Spring—Close to Campus
363-4079
Wanted: Remale roommate to share-big house.
Avaaabk) Nov 6. $128 a mo Pay half of unties Cal 352-4952 from 7:30 - 3:00 or
353-6654 after 3:00.

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION - HIRINGI Government Jobs - your
araa. $17,840 - $89,486
Call
602-838-6685. EXT J 4244
Babysitter needed Spring Semeeter. MondayWadnaaday. 12:00-8 30. Friday
12 00-3 OOpm Near campus Cal after 6:30,
352-9308.

STEREO EQUIPMENT!!
JVC double cassette deck
Onkyo 40watt receiver
$275 lor Both, but wB aal aeparatsty 2-3237
TechrUca CD Player
tor home or portable use
Jon Szaoo 364-4617

FOR RENT

Assortment ol Houses
Duplexes end Apartments
Available lor second semester
Cal Now!
John Newtove Reel Estate

354-2260

1 - 2 roommates needed for large 2 bedroom
apt. Cal MM or Don al 353-7006
1 bedroom apt. for sublaaaa for Spring Semester $300 a month Dannie 353-4764 alter 9
PM
1 female roommate needed to share apt. vary
dose to campus (ThuraBn > Rktoo) Jan-May.
Cal353-7630
1 mate or temate sublease spring semester
Own room, VCR, washer and dryer, fun
housemates, tumiehed Cal Linda 352-211 7
1 or 2 females roommates needed to sublease
2 bedroom specious apt. spring semester Furnished not far trom campus. Cal 353-3966.
Please help' I need to transfer.
1 or 2 mala roommates needed to sublease
spacious apartment. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths.
$137.50 a month CM Mike or Chria at
3536746
1 roommate needed to eubleaas. spring asm.,
1 bdrm.. $177 a mo. CM 364-4028 after 3:00
PM

Cosege student with own oar to assist professional family After school, nights, and weekends. Bskjmnlng Jan. 1989 Education major
wi enjoy this opportunity 419-874-2121

2 bdrm ap! lor ran!
Spring-Summer
354-6122 CM after 6 PM

Gel Your Foot m the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES thai bring the tllervlewa
Don't take chances on lees-WE DO IT RIGHT!
Kjnko'a 354-3977

2 bedrooms lor sublease on Wooster
Next lo campus

EBSCO Telephone Service
Now hiring telemarketera
Flexible hours, evenings and weekends Minimum 15-30 hours par week. Pick your own
days to work. Ouarantoad hrty. wags pfua daily
bonus baaed on safes. Average person eama
over $5 an hr. We're a nationwide telemarketing service caBng to past customers only. Low
pressure and high enthusiasm. Year round employment Stop In 113 N Mam St after 4:00
PM Next to David's Deli

2 people nseded to sublease 1 bdrm apartment next semeeter. Close to campus. CM
354-5211 sftst6PM

Gam great practical salee experience
while earning commiaslon making you one
of the htgheet paid students on campus.
Be a BO NEWS
ADVERTISING SALES REP.
Two positions open beginning
Spring Semeeter 1989. Must have
your own rekable car All majors
welcome to apply Sophomores end
Juniors prefered For a Job description
end application, coma to 214 West Hal
DEADLINE: Friday, Dec. 2. S p.m.

December graduate needs 1 nonsmoking female lo sublease spt spring semester. Close lo
campus (2nd 6 High) CM 354-4722 before
11 p.m.

1 nonamoklng female to sublease Fifth St apt
for spring semester Furnished $620 a semester Cal 353-6029 or 876 2441 Beth

Buying Nintendo tapes new and used

Asian Graduate student Family
Moving Sale-All must go!
Washer, dryer, television, couch turns Into twin
bed. plants, toys. etc. Kitchen appksneee. di
shoe Cal Evelyn 362-8674 before 10:00 AM
and after 7 00 PM

Greet Xmes prssent 30 gal. N. "eh tank indudes hood, sght, Iron stand, undargravel flier.
Cal 354-7016. and leave message

WANTED-ONE MALE ROOMMATE TO TAKE
OVER LEASE FROM MID-DECEMBER TO MIDMAY 69. CALL KEVIN OR BOB AT 354-4922

1 NONSMOKING FEMALE TO SUBLET
APARTMENT SPPJ G SEMESTER GOOO LOCATION-RENT ONLY $130 PER MONTH
CALL 353-6719 IMMEDIATELY

A female needed to tubtoeso Haven House apt.
Nest dean rooms, raasxnshie rant. Leave massage for Amy 353-6366

Aqua Snow Suit
Size Large $100
353-4777

NEEDED 1 ROOMMATE lo sublease toe. 2
bdrm. apt. $185 a month Own room. Cal Chria
at 352-1388

WANTED 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
COMFORTABLs APARTMENT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL COLLECT FOR MORE DETAILS. 1-876-2482.

1 NON SMOKING MALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE SECOND STREET APT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER $570 TOTAL CALL 353-3509

1 OR 2 MALES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM APT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER $180 PER MONTH PLUS ELECTRIC 353 7251

1084 Ford LTD Good condition $995 Nonnegotiable Cal 372-3946

For aate-Nkon N2000 35mm camera with
50mm tons. Vhsjtar Flash 3700 - Beat offer
Cal B4 at 354-6614
^^^^^

Vocalist needed for Pious based Chrietisn
Rock band. Attitude more Important then talent
For Info cal Brian si 372-1939

1 male to sublease 2 bedroom University
vaage furnished apt $720 per semester plus
alec Gas stove Cal John 353-8739 before
10 AM

1 or 2 lamajaa needed to sublease spring
semester
Close to campus1 Cal Lisa
383-3746

1»'l Mercury Bobcat
Exc Cond Musi see lo
Only $300
Cat Carolyn 353-4816

Needed 1 or 2 roommates lo sublease apartment tor Spring t Summer If Interested cal
353-2555

» close to campus Dec- May (Female)
Free heat on Scott HamMon - Cal LAURIE or
BARB al 353-6445

UAO PRESENTS
THIS WEEK'S MOVIE
FRI AND SAT.
"THE BIQ CHILLEVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE
UNIVERSITY HALL
8 PM, 10 PM AND MIDNIGHT
$1.50 FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF
"81.00 FOR SENIORS* * WITH ID.

Keep Trying II No Anawer

Prepare NOW lor your future!
Live and travel with proreeekxal Ismry for 3-8
months Beginning Feb 1969 Help oars tor 3
school age children Minimum 2 yrs cosege
1.410-674-2121
Need extra cash lor ma holiday? Highly motivated energetic individuals needed to fB waiter,
waitress, floor waster, and cashier positions, at
a high energy nightclub. Car pooeng avaSabie.
Good way to earn extra money Apply at Buttone. Tueo thru Sun after 8 30 PM
OVERSEAS JOBS »eoo-2000 mo. Summer,
Yr. round, ill countries. AS fields. Free Inlo.
Write IJC, PO S> S2-OH03, Corona Dal Mar
CA 92(26
Triple A Student Painters looking lor kldtvlduelS
who want practical business exp Musi be hardworking Positions tor branch mgra Available
across Mich., aid. « Ohio Earn between
$5,000- $10,000 Pick up application al Studant Employment Office or contact Stave al
313-263-8060

reTnese roommate to share 1 bdrm. apt. on S.
Summit St for Spring Semester Cal Tracey
353-8841

FOR SALE

Female roommate needed to aubmeee apt si
Cempus Manor tor Spring 1989 Furnished.
isaaonebai rant Cal 363-7627 lor more Info.

1074 OWe Omega with lots-a-power 350. 4
DM Very rekable Rune greet Looks good AskHg $550 OH Tim 353-3460

Female roonimato lor spring semester. Cloee to
campus $137.50 monthly Karma 353-5238
Female Roommate needed to sublease for
spring semester $125 a month cal Rosa at
363-6429

1S77 Chewy Impale Station Wagon
Looks Good-Rune Great
Only $400
Cm John 363-6356

363-6042

Adjacent campus 1 bedroom studio apartment
Available spring semeeter $250amo. pejsuttlmss No deposit for student with 3.0 GPA
8-5:00 352-7505 ext 280 Night 352-3408
Apt. to sublease Spring and Summer Cloee to
campus 2 bdrm furnished. CM 354-6122
after 6 30 PM

Efficiency for suelaasi. Close to campus.
auiel CMeverlnga. 363-6437.
Free room and board lor
bebyaKtkig. No weekends

382-2267
Houses A apartments dose to campus for
summer 1939 and 1989-1990 school year.
1-267-3341
Need a place of your own?
Dec. grad seeks a subleMor for luey furnished
efficiency. Al utlltiee plus cable S HBO Included m rent. CM Jodl at 362-1620 exl 235
alter 5 PM
Need one female student for second semester
for two bedroom four student apartment near
campus 353 8900 or 352 7365
NEEDED: 1 MALE RMTE. FOR SPRING SEM.
FOR APT. ON 4TH »T. $125 MO. PLUS LOW
UTH. CALL SOONI MIKE OR JEFF AT
393-6031 RENT PAID UP TO JAN. '66.
New 2 bdrm. One end e half botha, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher Included AvM. Immediately 364-2260
Room lor rant In faculty home. Wanted: Female
graduate studenl CM 352-8740 evenings untl
10p.m.
SUBLEASE for SPRING SEMESTER
One room efficiency next to campus. We are
moving away. wB give heated water bed A mini
microwave - FREE Rant $286.00 mo. CM
353-2459
Wanted
2 lemaaS roommates needed lor spring semeeter Ntoa 2 bedroom apt. Free heal, low electric, swimming pool SI 28 a month 363-3939
WANTED. 1 NONSMOKING MALE TO SUBLEASE SPRING S OR SUMMER SEMESTER
IS) FURN. HOUSE, REASONABLE RENT.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 363-4963.

SECRETSANTAS

SOC1CDV
(to Eot-At; /A/

ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
Two days in
advance of publication, 4 p.m.
- sorry, no telephone orders -

To my leeow AOPI 13rd Boor) prepartlersUpon the house top, car*, cat*, osck
II ami me Ortnch and It ant St. Ntekl
Somemmg in Mary Jo's wad punch
Sure wB make ue a happy bunch!
Ho Ho Hoi Who could II be?
Ho Ho Ho! II sure *nl me!
IAL. lOmoenyn

MVIDHMMtS

Svr -Ua apioiL
£LX

ihl M/AiD/

I

JOE WASSEM-The next beet thing to being
him « knowing him
Have a fun weekend.
•Your Secret Santa
LISA I
USA. USA DO NOT FEAR
YOUR SECRET SANTA WILL SOON BE HERE
PRETTY BOON YOU WILL FIND OUT
SOLBA. LISA PLEASE DON'T POUT
LOVE, YOUR SECRET SANTA

Palmetto*
Iknowyousrsalckandtlrsd
of these "aBy sorority rhyme*'
But aghten up and have tun,
Because as almost Christmas Urnal
s Who?

The BG News Magazine
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"Ban-Joe" plays In Toledo nightclub
by Cathy Bclflorc
While most college students are at the
library studying, catching their weekly television sitcom or dancing the night away at
Uptown, one University student is performing with his banjo at a Toledo pub called
Ragtime Rick's.
Joe Rodio, junior music education major
from Euclid, brings smiles to this little pub.
Nicknamed "Ban-Joe," Rodio said he's always happy. "You can't play a sad tune on
a banjo," he said with a smile. "No matter
what you play, it always comes out happy."
Laughing and smiles are a requirement
at Ragtime's. Rodio says he loves getting
up in front of a crowd and making them
laugh. It's hard not to laugh at the twisted
lyrics and silly songs the musicians come
up with.
Ragtime Rick's was an idea generated by
Rick Graffin (alias Ragtime Rick) and wife
"Banjo" Betsy back in 1981. It is a quaint
little pub with a personality all its own. A
unique blend of college students, barber
shop quartets and older adults make up
the crowd, but as soon as the music starts,
even their own mothers wouldn't be able to
tell the differences in age among them.
Singing, laughing and having fun is what
Ragtime Rick's is all about. "People like it
because it's different, not the same old
thing," Rodio said. Ragtime's is one of the
few places people can go to have a great
time; being loud and obnoxious.
^^=s

"You can't play a sad
tune on a banjo, no matter what you play It always comes out happy"
— "Ban-Joe Radio"
Photo/Cathy Itlfiore

Rodio began playing at Ragtime Rick's
at the age of 16. His father, a Cleveland
businessman, discovered the pub while on
a business trip to Toledo. The next time he
came to the area, he brought his banjostrumming son along to play with the
band. From then on, every time Joe was in
town, he played at Ragtime's.
After coming to the University, Rodio
began substituting for the permanent
banjo player and eventually landed a regular position on Tuesday nights.
A versatile musician, Rodio also plays
the clarinet, saxophone and guitar as well
as sings, but admits that his true love is the
banjo. He started playing the banjo when
he was eight years old.
"At first I wanted to play the accordion,
a decision my father quickly dissuaded,"
he said. His second choice was the banjo
and he has been playing ever since. Rodio
plays a 4-string plectrum banjo, not to be'
confused with the the tenor banjo which is

"Ban-Joe" Rodio, Junior music education major, strums his sines he was sight years old. Hs started playing at Ragtime
banjo every Tuasdsy night at Ragtime Rick's In Toledo. Rodio, Rick's when ha waa 16 and has performing ever since,
who comes Irom a musical family, has bean playing the banjo

smaller and tuned differently, or the
S-string banjo used in playing bluegrass
music. The plectrum banjo is strummed
with a pick as associated with the music of
Ragtime and Dixie, where as the 5-string
banjo is finger-picked.
Rodio said he is often asked to play "Foggy Mountain Breakdown" (i.e. Dueling
Banjos) which is a 5-string banjo piece.
"When people see a banjo, they immediatly think of hillbillies in (the movie) 'Deliverance' and 'Dueling Banjos,' " Rodio
said. Although not a finger picker, he can
usually compensate for the missing parts
and instruments.
His most popular arrangement of "The
William Tell Overture" not only shows a
great deal of speed and accuracy, but
exemplifies a high level of musicianship:

"As far as I know," Rodio boasted, "1 am
the only person who plays that song on the
banjo."
Rodio credits his abilities to his musical
family. While in Cleveland. The Rodio
Family" performed together for many
charitable events. Younger sister, Michelle, played piano while brother, Mark,
strummed along on the guitar. Wanting to
be part of the act. father, Red Rodio,
bought a scrub-board, affixed a guitar
pickup for volume and played along.
"My father is great with a crowd," Rodio
said. "He goes out and dances with the
people. If I know I am going to have a
tough crowd, I ask my father to come
along." Through it all. his mother, Gloria,
acted as moral support and inspiration for
the group.
Studying music at the University has

been quite an experience for Rodio. The
day before his audition on clarinet, he was
involved in a snow-skiing accident which
put him in face bandages. Determined, he
attended his audition, bandages and all.
Although he was turned down as a clarinet
major, he found his place in the guitar
program, where he is currently studying
with Assistant Professor. Christopher Buzzelli. "It's like a dream come true," says
Rodio, All I do all day long is musk."
Rodio can be seen at Ragtime Rick's
every Tuesday evening from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Ragtime Rick's offers live entertainment five nights a week. Tuesday through
Saturday. The pub is located at 4733
Glendale Ave. in Toledo.
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Campus Comments

Photos and Interviews/Sherry Koskl

Do you feel that animal research is necessary
and beneficial for advancements in medicine?

Suzanne Zinkan, senior IPCO major
from Chagrin Falls: "/ believe it is necessary but not on dogs and cats. Mice and
rats I feel are acceptable but not on domestic animals. I feel there is unnecessary experimentation on dogs and cats
that would not yield results that could
not be found on smaller animals."

Lee Lemmon, sophomore product design major from Chillicothe:"/ think it
does help with advancements but it's not
the best they can do for being humane. I
think some of the tests that they do they
already know what will happen and they
really shouldn 't take place."

Neal Fritrie Mclntyre. senior IPCO
major from Columbus: "I'm not for killing animals, but I do feel until there are
other means of testing for medical cures
lab animals such as rats and mice are
o.k. considering these cures to save human lives need to be tested."

Shawn Skeabeck, senior RTVF major
from Brookpark: "Personally I don't really think that cruelty is necessary. I don'(
know all of the things they do in the
research, you only bear of the abuse. I
think you can research an animal without doing harm to it. "

Take a trip during Christmas break
by Pc«n Flory
As classes wind down and the snow
starts falling, now is the time to think
about Christmas break. Before you know
it, fall semester will be only a memory. But,
before letting finals get the best of you,
plan ahead for a short vacation over break.
Although it is the time most of us go
home and either work or sit around and
collect dust, why not do something
different this break and go on a trip? Of
course, Paris and London are out of the
question, but there are some places just
down the road that are suitable substitutes
and cost a lot less to visit than most people
think.
Chicago is a perfect example. The Windy City is fast-paced and full of things to
do. The city's ethnic make-up rivals New
York's, which means lots of great food and

places to visit The "Second City" is also
known for its plays and comedy clubs. It is
also home to the infamous SCTV players.
There are several tour packages available
with most near the $200-plus range. If you
have plans of graduating sometime soon,
you might even do a little job-hunting.
A relaxing twist to the Chicago trip is to
travel by train. Key Tours offers a twonight trip to the city which includes roundtrip rail and your choice of lodging at three
hotels. The trip doesn't include food or entertainment, but costs as little as $138.
Another rail trip available is to the Great
White North of Toronto, which is weD
known as one of Canada's most beautiful
cities. Food and entertainment can be expensive, but the two-night rail and hotel
mini-vacation costs just $ 106 and up (depending on your choice of hotel).
Everyone knows the sport of winter is

skiing. And there is no better time than
during break to hit the slopes. Conditions
are best in Michigan's Upper Peninsula or
out West in Colorado. But if traveling to
those reaches is not possible, Ohio has
some ski resorts of its own.
Clear Fork and Boston Mills are just two
examples. Clear Fork is located in Butler,
just south of Mansfield. Weekend rates are
$20 each day and like most resorts, they
offer lessons, rentals and special package
rates.
Boston Mills, located near Akron, is
comparable to Clear Fork in price and also
has a special beginners' introductory
package.
Some neighboring states like New York
and the Lower Peninsula of Michigan have
equal, if not better, slopes than Ohio. The
odds are they will have a better snow cover
as well.

If you are new to the sport of skiing, it is
especially beneficial to be aware of the
costs. They can add up quick if you don't
have equipment of your own. Clear Fork
lists prices for the following: $20 for a
weekend day slope access, $12 for skis,
$4.50 for boots and $2.50 for poles. Ski
lessons range from $5.50 per hour for
groups to $20 for individual lessons.
.
The most important thing to remember
is to call a resort ahead of time to check
conditions, lift times and any slope closings. It also pays to do a little research to
find which resort offers a package that
suits your needs.
These are just a few ideas to help you get
going. There are limitless others a person
can choose. Remember, your next travel
opportunity won't come until Spring
Break. Why wait?
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Students pose nude for drawing classes
by Tony Vcttcr
While many students complain of classes
being boring or not interesting enough,
these are not the kind of comments that
are heard from students enrolled in Art
205.
This is a course offered through the University's School of Art in which students
get a chance to create paintings or drawings from nude models. The School of Art
requires students to complete a class
called figure drawing. After this class is
completed, students can complete other
figure drawing classes if desired.
Before the start of class students are relaxed and even joke with the model. But
once class starts, a serious feeling fills the
room. The model takes her robe off and
the students begin to draw.
"We have a lot of respect for the model,"
Sue Mallet, sophomore graphic design
major, said. It is obvious that the students
and the model take their work very seriously. There are no comments or giggles
from the students.
"After the first couple of times, you don't
even realize she is naked. She becomes
something you draw," Matt Park, sophomore graphic design major, said. In a way,
"Students are as naked as the model when
the class first meets," Debra Zappitelli, an
instructor for the 205 class, said. Even
though the students are as nervous as the
model the first few sessions, this feeling

wears off and the two learn to work
together in harmony.
This harmony takes effort from all sides.
The students sometimes have to motivate
themselves to draw for three hours at a
time and the instructor tries to meet with
each student and offer assistance. This is
hard to do when every student is drawing
form a different angle.
The model has a difficult job too because

posing for the class is very demanding for
the model. "It is very hard for me to hold a
pose. Parts of you ache that you never
thought would ache." one of the models
said. Modeling is difficult," Adrian Tio, associate professor for the advanced 405
class, said "It is very demanding to hold
the body in place."
A model will pose between 45 minutes
and an hour in one position. Then the

Photo/Tony Vetter
Students In Adrian Tlo's advanced drawing class work on drawing on* of tha models
for the class. Students are paid to pose nude for the classes aa part of the University
employment service. Although many people think It may be uncomfortable, the students said they do not even realize the model Is nude.

t

model is given 10 minutes to relax before
she returns to the classroom. When the
model is posing lying down they sometimes
fall asleep, but most of the time the position is too uncomfortable. Sometimes their
legs and arms may fall asleep, which makes
it difficult to hold the pose.
The students are required to take the
first of the figure drawing classes, but many
people wonder why the models pose nude
for students. One of the reasons is the
money. Even though the models start out
at minimum wage and do not usually see a
raise in salary, they still feel that money
was part of the reason for posing for the
class.
Others enjoy the works that are created.
"I like to see pictures that the students
create of myself and see how they perceive
me, and most of the time the result is positive," one of the models said. Sometimes
the model will like one of the drawings the
student has created and the student will
give the model the drawing.
"Also I like to model because it is totally
unexpected and I use it as a release of tension." When the model is posing, she has
time to let her mind wander. "Modeling
can be very meditative and it is a good way
to collect my thoughts," one model said.
Some of the models are University students, while others live outside the Bowling Green area. The only qualifications the
models have to meet are that that they can
■See Models, page 4.
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Models

Wall Street has printing plant in BG

■(Continued from page 3)

by Nancy Erlkson
Wall Street in Bowling Green? There is not
the ticker tape chaos or yuppies in dark
suits but there is one part of Wall Street
right here in Wood County.
Although it may not seem like a typical
location for a printing plant. Bowling
Green is home to one of the Wall Street
Journal's many printing facilities. The
plant is located at 1100 Brim Road, just
outside city limits and prints the Midwest
edition of the Wall Street Journal daily.
"The Wall Street Journal is published in
18 printing plants across the U.S. There
are 18 printing locations so that we may
print regional editions of The Wall Street
Journal and distribute them on a timely
basis to all our subscribers and the general
public," Pamela Staffer, production manager for the Midwest printing plant, said.
The Midwest location began publishing
in Bowling Green in February of 1981. It
was a corporate decision to locate the
Midwest edition printing plant in Bowling
Green and contruction began on Brim
Road in the spring of 1980. It took approximately 9-11 months to complete construction.
"This location prints approximately
130,000 copies each business day of The
Wall Street Journal, which are then distributed to the lower peninsula of Michigan, the western half and Southwest portion of Ohio, the northeast section of Kentucky and a very small southeast portion of
Indiana.
"The Bowling Green location was most
likely chosen, due to its fairly central position in the plant's entire distribution area,
which would still enable same day delivery
according to issue date. Also, another
reason why Bowling Green was chosen
might include its easy access to a major interstate highway (1-75)," Staffer said.
While the Midwest edition is printed in
Bowling Green, the stories still come from
the main location in New York. The process for getting the news from the original
source is done through help of modem
technology.
"This plant receives satellite transmissions of the Midwest edition of The
Wall Street Journal from our Naperville, 0-
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The Midwest edition of The Well Street Journal It printed at this plant dally. The
plant, located at 1100 Brim Road, receives satellite transmissions from New York that
enable them to distribute The Wall Street Journal throughout this area.

linois composing room plant. Then our location prints The Wall Street Journal on
Sunday through Thursday nights for Monday through Friday distribution.
Since there are 18 different printing
plants across the United States, there is
some variety between the versions of The
Wall Street Journal that are published. Although the main location in New York still
dictates what stories will be in the paper,
the location of the printing plant can often
determine the type of advertising and the
location of the stories in the paper in any
given version.
"We publish the Midwest edition here in
Bowling Green. There are three other
main editions, the Eastern, Southwest and
Western editions. The news is basically the
same in all editions, but placement of the
stories may vary somewhat.
"The big difference between the editions
really has to do with the advertising. Some
ads are only sold to run in certain editions,
while others run on a national basis. It all
depends on the location of the printing
plant," she said.

She added that her duties as the production manager include various responsibilities having to do with the actual printing of
the paper.
"I am the Bowling Green Production
(Plant) Manager. My responsibilities include overseeing the entire plant operation. This includes purchasing various
printing supplies, completing daily, weekly
and monthly production-related reports,
budget work, safety committee work, typical day to day routine tasks and hiring as
well," Staffer said.
She added that the company employs
people from New York as well as local
people from Bowling Green. Also, the
company does offer various internships,
but none are carried out at this particular
location.
The Bowling Green location for the Wall
Street Journal has proved to be successful.
While there are many possible locations
for the Midwestern edition of the paper,
the plant should not be relocating to any
other area.

meet during the scheduled class time and
that they are not nervous to pose nude in
front of others. The majority of the models
are female and the School of Art employes
from five to seven models a semester.
"The classes teach students the techniques of structure and value which they
can apply to their careers," Zappitelli said.
To master the human figure is one of the
hardest techniques to learn. The reason it
is hard to learn is the difficulty of the subject.
"The model represents perfect form,
perfect curves, and perfect colors," Nezih
Dikisoglu. senior fine arts major, said. This
is why the model is such a challenge to
work with. "We use a figure that is animate, a figure that works and breathes,"
Tio said. "The students are not so much
involved with figure drawings, but figure
impressions." They try to capture what
that image was doing at a particular place
in time.
Michelangelo, Edgar Degas and Phillip
Pearlstein have become famous by the way
they interpreted the human form in their
art work. These artists had to learn the basic techniques of drawing the human body
just as the students are learning now. "The
reason for this class is that students are
learning the basic techniques that they will
use throughout their careers," Zappitelli
said.
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Ohio State/Michigan apparel 20 H off
BQSU Sportswear 25% off
Christmas Open House
Sunday. Dec. 4th Noon 5 OO
Many Unadveriised Specials
One Day Only

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
Across from Huntington Bank
Dally 10-9 Sat 10-9:00 Sun 12-5

10:30

11:00

Journal
Almost Grown

11:30

News

Taxi

Tom Peters/Leadecship

Jumpin Jack Flash"

Hmooner

|Movie: "Can't Buy Me Love

12:30
Benson

Mum

Movie: "The Browning Version"

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

Tonight Show

Letterman

OHBusin.

EastEnders

Show

Business

Sign-Off

B Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Jeflersons

Sanlord

Fan Guy

Muscle Mag

SportsCtr

NFL

Fo* City Reunion Concert

NGWS

12:00
Jeflersons

News

Movie: "Gotcha!"

FALCON HOUSE
Sporting Goods

10:00
Almost Grown

NFL Football: Chicago Bears at Los Angeles Rams

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

0D

National Geographic

The Prince ol Central Park

Movie: "White Lightning"

Spirit Bay

Newsmakers Showcase

5:30

Magical World ol Disney

6:00

CD
CD

Ever Lean

Rock Sonata Editors

MONDAY EVENING

o

Sportsweekend

Twin Star

TWC Movie: "Cry Freedom

O

Stories From a Flying Trunk

Encore Performances

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
C8S News
60 Minutes
O Sign-Off
CD
CD

Sign-on

Adam Smith WaH St

TMC Movie: 'Ferns Bueller s Day 0(1 Cont'd Movie "Hollywood Shuffle

o

Movie: "The Romantic Englishwoman"

5:00

NFL Football Regional Coverage

Mass

|NFLGameoay

4:30

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

Shut-ins

ESPN Reporter

4:00

TBA

TBA

David Brinkley

3:30

NFL Football: Dallas Cowboys at Cleveland Browns

Meeting Place

Jay lick

Market

3:00

NFL Today

Best Years

Kingdom

World Tom

2:30

Alpine Skiing

Gardener

Tony Brown

2:00

1:30

NFL Today

NighrJine

Benny Hi

NFL Great

Movie: "My Beautiful Laundrette

B.G. Elks
Let us
show
you what
is new
^
in Cutting, Color,
Perming, Finishing
& Creating!

Fall Lunch Specials
starting at

$2.75
Our dining room is open to the
public dairy Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Banquet catering available for
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets,
etc.

Call 352-2149

8
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TUESDAY EVENING

o
o
CD
©
SJ

6:00

6:30

7:00

DECEMBER 6,1988
8:00
7:30

9:00

8:30

Movie: "Tricks ol the Trade''

Cti Brown

BUM Ml

tilth estate

Market PI.

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

TV 101

Billy Graham Crusade

No One Dies Alone

News

NBC Ne*s

Ent. Tonight Cheers

Mallock

In the Heat ol the Night

Attair

Boss?

Moonlighting

News Cont'd
News

Family Feud

Roseanne

Wipeout

m

GEO-TV

Business

HD

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful Work) ol Disney Nova

EMs'56

©

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

Movie:

a>

Spoons

Facts ol Lite Family Ties

ESPN SportsLrx*
Movie

Sports

MacNeil/lehref Newshour

SportsCtr

Rocklord Files

New Beaver

Pistons

News

CBS News

7:30

8:30

8:00

USA Today

Van Dykes

Annie M

9:00

Best Years

Nature ol Things

New Avengers

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Billy Graham Crusade

Equalizer

CD

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cheers

Wipeout

ABC News

Affair

GED-TV

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Family Feud

TMC

12:30
Benson

American Masters

Art Beat

EastEnders

Movie

Rocklord Files

Movie:

Newt

Movie:

9:00

9:30

Way We Are Game. Set and Match

Spit Image

Jeopardy!

48 Hours

Paradise

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show Oil World

Cheers

Wipeout

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Knighrwatch

Dynasty

GED-TV

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Baby Panda
Wild Am

H s Heroes

Rocklord Files

Facts ol Life Family Ties

New Beaver

Movie: "Gotcha!"

Muscle Mag. SportsCtr

College Basketball: Connecticut at Purdue

Show

B Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Jeflersons

Sanlord

10:00

CODCO

Movie: "Steele Justice"

11:00

10:30
Journal

Benny Hill

Fall Guy

College Basketball Boston University al UCLA

The Believers

Knots Landing

Paradise

Fortune

Wondeilul World ol Disney Old House

Ask/Gov.

College Basketball: VanderbW at North Carolina

8:30

48 Hours

Letterman
Movie: "The Naked Kiss

Sign-OtI

Xanadu

Fraggle

11:30

12:00

12:30

News

Taxi

News

The Autobiography ol Miss Jane Pitlman

Jeflersons

Benson

Knots Landing

News

Magnum, P.I.

LA La*

News

Tonight Show

Mission: Impossible

News

Nightline

Return ol Kung Fu Dragon

Mystery!

EastEnders

Show

Mystery1

Business

Sign Ofl

Movie:

Night Court

The Man Who Lived at the Rite"
Hmooner

News

Movie

Letterman

Benny Hill

B Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Jeflersons

Sanlord

Fan Guy

SportsCtr

Rodeo: National Finals

College Basketball: Oklahoma at New Mexico

Movie: "The Conversation

Tough Guys Don't 3ance'

Movie. "Lies'

\3ke ^hum^enwm^

«f*lliuiirrluuiBr
Come in for gift ideas
for upcoming Christmas
parties and exchanges.

Carnations $5.00
Cash & Carry
428 E. Wooster

12:00
Jeflersons

Peter. Paul and Mary Holiday Concert

DECEMBER 8,1988
7::S0
8:00

Firsrworks

11:30
Taxi

Nightline

CBS News

Movie: "Water

11:00
News

Journal

Movie "Nomads"

USA Today

10:30

Tonight Show

News

ESPN SportsLook

Rodeo: National Finals

Red Sonja

News

College Basketball Providence at Boston College

CBS News

10:00
Wiseguy

Tora! Toral Tora!"

Movie "Class ol 44

Spoons

SportsCtr
Movie:

Benny HKI

Fall Guy

News

WKRP

WKRP

Sanlo'd

China Beach

racis ol Life Movie:

Get Smart

wws

Tattinger's

Get Smart

Batman

Morton Downey Jr.

Crimestoppers: Manhunt Live

Spoons

CD
CD

D Shadow

B MHIer

Highway lo Heaven

Batman

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Show

Business

Movie "Children ol Divorce"

SD

m
m
m

EastEnders

Magnum. P.I.

m

CD
CD

BG Forum

Letterman

News

Wonderful World ol Disney Movie

News Cont d

Movie: "Blood Song"

News

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

News

Nightline

Wiseguy

0D

H.'s Heroes

9:30

Equalizer

Front Page

o
o

News

DECEMBER 7,1988

CBS News

THURSDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30

Best ol Carson

thirtysomething

Movie: "King ol the City''

News

NBA Today

News

College Basketball Florida al Illinois

News Cont'd

IMC

Magnum, P.I.

Midnight Caller

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Milwaukee Bucks

CD

ESPN SportsLook

Movie. "In This House ol Brad*"

Gray Lady Down"

o

m
m

12:30

News

Journal

Jeflersons

Benson

News

Man Alrve

N.ghl Shift

12:00

11:30
Taxi

Elvis: One Night With You

College Basketball Indiana at Notre Dame
Mi

11:00
News

James Taylor in Concert

Nova

Hi Heroes

Invasion USA

WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30

O

10:30

10:00

IV 101

CBS News

ABC News

TMC

9:30

USA Today

News

353-1045

Fm

^mM

NATALIE

C

.*W., a*in, mdJt*i1Bm*mm

20% off

)

perms, highlighting,
manicures, make-up demos,
and haircuts

SREDKEN

Matrix
Sebastian
Paul Mitchell
NC&US

This coupon to be used with Natalie
expires 12/9/88

352-4101-181 S. Main Downtown B.G. 352-4143

